For more information, go to OregonHealthCare. The remaining 4, were administered on previous days but were entered into the vaccine registry on Sept. Charles Bend Hospital. Oregon updates non-viable vaccine disclosure 1,2,3. You can find the link to the weekly tab here. OHA reports updates on vaccines not being used each Tuesday in our daily media release. Startup costs are often an obstacle to many new businesses, especially in the wake of the COVID pandemic. One of those costs is hooking up to a sewer system. Because restaurants have significant impact
on the sanitary sewer system, they face much higher Sewer System Development Charges SDC than other commercial, non-restaurant projects.

Earlier this year the City Council determined that it was important to reduce those high upfront sewer fees to encourage more restaurants to open their doors in Troutdale. The incentive period will run through June 30, to allow time for the planning, development and launch of new restaurants within the City of Troutdale. This is just the most recent move the City has made to fulfill the overall goal.

That program will sunset on December 31, Troutdale residents have long expressed to the City Council a strong desire for more restaurant options within in our City. There has also been increased interest in food and beverage projects in the downtown from the development community. As with all in-custody deaths, the Oregon State Police have been notified. His earliest release date was July 29, Rennels was 46 years old. DOc takes all in-custody deaths seriously. The agency is responsible for the care and custody of 12, individuals who are incarcerated in 13 institutions across the state. While crime information is public record, DOC elects to disclose only upon request out of respect for any family or victims.

TRCI is a multi-custody prison in Umatilla that houses approximately 1, adults in custody. TRCI participates in prison industries with Oregon Corrections Enterprises including institution and industrial laundry, mattress manufacturing, and sewing. Other institution work programs include reparation and cleaning of irrigation ditches, maintenance of local baseball fields, and work with local cities and the Hermiston School District. The facility provides a range of correctional programs and services including education, religious services, and behavioral health services. TRCI opened in Brian Toups, .

Where: By webinar and conference line only. The public may join remotely through a webinar and conference line. Salem, Oregon — A new license plate design that celebrates Oregon and the diversity of its culture will debut Oct. The artwork is called Celebrate Oregon! The artwork for the license plate, created by Liza Burns of Eugene, will also be installed as full-scale murals at the Eugene, Medford, Portland and Redmond airports through a partnership with GreenCars. Our culture is the glue that can bind us together as Oregonians. Celebrate Oregon! It is the result of a year-long, inclusive process that began with a group of statewide nominators sharing the creative brief with artists and designers. A total of 36 artists submitted statements of interest and work samples.

It captures the spirit of Oregon and also serves as an educational tool for exploring our diversity. We are incredibly proud and excited to share it with Oregonians. The license plate artwork will be accompanied by an interactive visual key that explains each of the symbols and how they connect to Oregon culture, accessed via a QR code. The key will aid the design discovery while informing Oregonians about the breadth of cultures we as a people represent. Events celebrating the unveiling of the murals are scheduled for Sept. The artwork will also be available as a poster and a limited-edition print. The new license plate will be available beginning Oct. To learn more about the plate visit culturaltrust. Created in by the Oregon Legislative, the Oregon Cultural Trust is a testimony to how much Oregonians value culture. No other state provides a percent tax credit to inspire cultural giving.

As uniquely Oregonian as public beaches and the bottle bill, the Oregon Cultural Trust was established 18 years ago by the Oregon Legislature as an ongoing funding engine for arts and culture across the state. Oregonians fund the Cultural Trust. We, in turn, fund the artists, potters, rappers, acrobats and dreamers who make arts, Oregon, Oregon. Sixty percent of that will go straight back to the field. The remaining 40 percent will help grow our permanent fund. Our three grant programs fund our five Statewide Partners, 45 County and Tribal Coalitions and qualified cultural nonprofits through competitive Cultural Development Grants. Portland, Ore. Contributions to the Community Rebuilding Fund can be made online at: www.

Oregon Community Foundation expects to award the remaining funds monthly from September-November, Following is a snapshot of some of the community organizations delivering critical services to Oregonians in need. To support the Disaster Relief Logistics Center, an emergency operation center, to be prepared for a natural disaster, including emergency communication equipment to serve the McKenzie Corridor. To support Proyecto Bienestar The Wellness Project, a program promoting trauma-informed fire recovery and resiliency for farmworkers and immigrant communities in Jackson County. To support survivors' recovery and rebuilding efforts in the Santiam Canyon. Ultimately, this momentum boost provides a renewed sense of hope as they labor toward their goal of returning home to the Santiam Canyon. Oregon Community Foundation expects to deploy most of the recovery, rebuilding and resiliency grants by the end of November, The Fund supports community-led rebuilding that engages residents in shaping the future of the diverse and dynamic places they call home. Since , OCF grantmaking, research, advocacy and community-advised solutions have helped individuals, families, businesses, and organizations create charitable funds to improve lives for all Oregonians. Impactful giving—time, talent, and resources from many generous Oregonians—creates measurable change. For more information, please visit: oregoncf. Today, Meyer focuses on work in Oregon, in four areas Oregonians have identified as crucial to making the state better for all of its residents: housing, education, the environment and building community.

Learn more at www. To learn more, please visit: www. The American Red Cross is a nonprofit organization that depends on volunteers and the generosity of the American public to deliver its mission. For more information, please visit www. From COVID, to extreme heat, to air quality from wildfires, Oregonians talk about workplace safety and protections. The questions were intended to gather preliminary data to inform more in-depth research in the months ahead. It is important to note that the survey was conducted before the Pfizer COVID vaccine received FDA approval and before many of the mask and vaccine mandates were implemented during August Respondents were contacted by using professionally maintained online panels.

In gathering responses, a variety of quality control measures were employed, including questionnaire pre-testing, validation, and real-time monitoring of responses. To ensure a representative sample, demographic quotas were set, and data weighted by area of the state, gender, age, and education. This survey uses aggregated data to analyze the opinions of BIPOC residents in comparison to the opinions of residents who identify as white and not another race. BIPOC residents are not a monolith; the grouping represents a wide diversity of races and ethnicities. The findings included in this memo should not be construed such that all people of color are believed to share the same opinions.

Disaggregated race data will be provided when sample sizes permit reliability. Many of these differences are not major and are presented to inform
public education and communications initiatives. At a. Surveillance video linked above shows a man arriving at the cabin in a long tan coat, looking in the cabin's windows after removing the coat, and leaving the scene carrying stolen tools including a powered saw. A Chevy Silverado pickup pictured with a bed full of items was spotted about a quarter-mile from the crime scene, leaving the area. The driver was wearing a two-toned, short-sleeved shirt matching the shirt worn by the suspect. Authorities believe he is connected to the crime. Photos of the suspect driver in the Silverado are attached. These findings are based on responses from 1, demographically diverse participants in research led by Karen Fredriksen Goldsen, Ph. The ODHS Office of Aging and People with Disabilities supported this research to help strengthen and direct its future program development, community education and advocacy efforts.

Learn more about The Goldsen Institute. The Northwest Credit Union Foundation has also provided funds for the cleanup. More than volunteers have signed up. The cleanup begins at a. SOLVE has selected four locations for the volunteers to work in. SOLVE selects settings where volunteers can work in safe and socially distanced environments. The organization provides heavy-duty garbage bags, litter grabbers, safety vests, and vinyl gloves. More information about the collaborative event is linked here. He then walked to the front of the store and demanded money from one of the cashiers while brandishing the knife. After taking the money Machuca fled to the parking lot where he approached two women who were getting into a car.

He attempted to steal the car, but the women were able to get in their car and escape. The two women in the vehicle were not identified and detectives would like to speak with them about what happened. Machuca was lodged at the Marion County Correctional Facility y on the following changes. No further information will be released at this time. As of p. Thank you to the Salem Fire Department and many other agencies who responded to this incident for your great teamwork. To help receive emergency info residents can sign up for emergency alerts through Marion Polk Alerts. As of a. Fire crews remained on scene overnight to monitor conditions and will continue to do so throughout the morning.

The areas under a Level 1 advisory include the south side of the block of Vitae Springs Rd S including side roads: You should be aware of the danger that exists in the area, monitor emergency services websites and local media outlets for information. This is the time for preparation and precautionary movements of persons with special needs, mobile property, and under certain circumstances pets and livestock. If conditions worsen, emergency services personnel may contact you via an emergency notification system. Residents can sign up for emergency alerts through Marion Polk Alerts. The total sentence reflects the imposition of two life sentences with partially consecutive minimum confinement time between the two convictions for Murder in the Second Degree. Following a one-week trial that began August 25, , the court found Mr. The fire, accelerated by gasoline, caused the death of Mr. Alihaji and Mr. Miller, as well as multiple household pets.

According to evidence and testimony received at trial, Mr. Monaco had been in a relationship with a woman who also resided at the apartment. She was not home when Mr. Monaco set the fire. The two had argued previously that night, leading the woman to leave Mr. Monaco at the apartment. Monaco then began calling and messaging her in an effort to get her to come home. He eventually threatened to drench her couch in gasoline and burn down the apartment.

By a. Monaco had ignited a large fire. Monaco walking out the front door of the apartment and driving away as the apartment went up in flames. First responders were on scene within minutes, but both Mr. Miller were found deceased, as well as one dog and three pet snakes. The Oregon State Police Forensic Laboratory later confirmed the presence of gasoline in two locations within the living room.

Many victims attended the trial and shared impact statements with the court. I used to wait for Taher's call. I waited to hear him saying "Hi Mum". Then, we talked about his collage, hopes and his dreams. Monaco When you killed my son...you burnt my heart. He is a collection of pictures, stories, and feelings by the people who are left to live this life without him. The FBI has filed a federal criminal complaint charging Justin David Jackley, age 31, with three counts of bank robbery. Jackley made his initial appearance before a U. Magistrate Judge today on those charges. The judge ordered Jackley detained pending further court proceedings. According to the criminal complaint, FBI agents believe Jackley is responsible for two previous robberies as well. While the overall number of bank robberies in Oregon has been low in , there has been a noticeable increase in just the past few months.

Half of those — 11 — have occurred just since July 1, Of concern to investigators are reports that some suspected bank robbers are drawn to this crime because they are being told that bank robberies that do not involve physical violence or which remain under a certain loss amount are often not prosecuted, particularly at the federal level. Whether you show a weapon, threaten a weapon, or make criminal demands, there is an impact on the victim. Tellers often experience fear and on-going trauma from the experience. Note to media: Under U. Department policy, the FBI is not permitted to release mug shots of arrested defendants. Johnson believes that the role of the advance practice nurse requires flexibility and creativity achieved through respect, trust and knowledge.

In addition to her clinical expertise, Johnson is also a leader and educator who collaborates successfully with multidisciplinary teams. To be eligible for the AQH competency examination, a candidate must be a licensed healthcare practitioner who evaluates and manages headache patients independently. Each candidate must meet minimum standards for continuing education in headache medicine, and have a strong record of clinical experience providing care for patients suffering with headaches. For more information about neurology services at PeaceHealth Medical Group, including treatment for headaches, visit peacehealth. If you suffer from headaches, click the following link take a brief online questionnaire to determine whether you should seek care for your condition.

Headache Quiz. About the National Headache Foundation For more than 50 years the National Headache Foundation NHF has worked through advocacy and research to further awareness of headache and migraine as legitimate neurobiological diseases. Today, with the aid of advanced technology and clinical innovation, there are more treatment options than ever before. The NHF believes headaches are still largely misunderstood and that finding the right treatment options requires nuanced and adaptable insight.

PeaceHealth St. John provides a full range of outpatient and inpatient diagnostic, medical, and surgical services. John is one of ten medical centers in the PeaceHealth system. The first shooting occurred at approximately p. The second and third shootings took place minutes apart beginning at
approximately p. Seven minutes later, the third incident was reported in the block of 30 th AV NE. In these shooting incidents, vehicles and apartments were struck with multiple bullets. In each of the shootings, which are believed to be connected, a current-model white sedan was seen in the area. Detectives are asking anyone with information to please call the Salem Police Tips Line at As officers approached the location, they saw a man exit the Deli and walk in the direction of the responding officers.

When the man saw the officers he quickly turned and went the opposite direction. Officers began to follow the man on foot, who then started to run as he was reaching into his back-pocket area. After a short chase, the man complied with commands and was detained. The man, later identified as Dannie Kay Alston, age 70 of Salem, had in his possession a loaded. Officers reviewed store video surveillance and confirmed Alston had robbed the deli. Officers recovered the stolen property and returned it to the owners. He was lodged at the Marion County Correctional Facility on the following charges. Vowing to help this resilient city, a coalition of credit unions joins the SOLVE organization to make a positive difference. One year ago, SOLVE, a local nonprofit organization that works through volunteers to improve the environment, began a series of downtown cleanup events. Since then, more than 4, volunteers have helped to remove nearly 50, pounds of litter from the area.

Tomorrow, Sept. The Northwest Credit Union Association is the trade association representing more than not-for-profit, cooperative credit unions in Idaho, Oregon, and Washington, and their 8. Everyone should open their eyes to a credit union. Communications dhsoha. What: An informal hearing on the draft recommendation proposing approval of a bed psychiatric hospital to be located in Wilsonville. When: Monday, Sept. The meeting is open to the public.

Where: Zoom meeting. Background: The purpose of the Certificate of Need program is to provide reasonable access to quality health care, at a reasonable cost and control health care capital expenditures. Krecklow dhsoha. If you need help or have questions, please contact Pam Krecklow at , TTY, or ecklow dhsoha. People should avoid direct contact with the water in this area until the advisory is lifted. Unsafe levels of fecal bacteria can cause diarrhea, stomach cramps, skin rashes, upper respiratory infections, and other illnesses. Children, elderly and those with a compromised immune system should use extra caution as they are more vulnerable to illness from waterborne bacteria. Visitors should avoid wading in nearby creeks, pools of water on the beach, or in discolored water, and stay clear of water runoff flowing into the ocean.

Levels of fecal bacteria tend to be higher in these types of water sources. Unsafe levels of fecal bacteria in ocean waters can come from both shore and inland sources including: Even if there is no advisory in effect, avoid swimming in the ocean within 48 hours after a rainstorm. Ocean waters will be re-tested after an advisory is issued.

Once bacteria levels are at a safe level, OHA will notify the public that the advisory is lifted. While this advisory is in effect at D River Beach, state officials continue to encourage other recreational activities flying kites, picnicking, playing on the beach, walking, etc. Albany Fire Department shares smoke alarm education year round with our community, but Fire Prevention Week gives us a national campaign to further this safety message during our annual Open House. We can still celebrate and educate. AFD and Tangent Fire Department are creating home fire safety prevention bags for families who sign up online. Prevention bags will then be hand delivered during prevention week. We have capped the event to children. To sign up, visit signup. A quitclaim deed is a document used to quickly transfer the ownership of real property from one party to another. On June 14, , Zamania dech was charged by criminal information with bank fraud and aggravated identity theft.

Rykken, Assistant U. Today: Building a digital defense against sextortion crimes. Oftentimes, the fraudster demands additional sexual images, sexual favors, or money — creating financial and emotional distress for the victim. In just the first seven months of this year, IC3 has received more than 16, sextortion complaints. Almost half of these extortion victims were in the age group. Victims over the age of 60 years are also prime targets. Most adult victims report the initial contact with the fraudster is mutual and made using dating websites and apps. For kids, the contacts can come through online games or social media platforms that young people tend to use.

Soon after the initial encounter, the fraudster requests the interaction be moved from the website or app to another messaging platform. The fraudster either threatens that he already possesses embarrassing photos, or he instigates the exchange of sexually explicit material. He often encourages the victim to participate via video chat or to send their own explicit photos. Immediately after the victim compiles, the fraudster blackmails the victim and demands money to prevent the release of the photos or videos on social media. He may also demand more and more images. The fraudster often gains access to the victim's social media accounts or contact information and threatens to send the images to the victim's family and friends.

How to protect yourself: If you are receiving sextortion threats:. Additional information on sextortion is available here: The 32 new deaths and 4, new cases reported today include data reported by counties for the 3-day period between Friday, Sept. Of this total, 1, were administered on Sept. The remaining 3, were administered on previous days but were entered into the vaccine registry on Sept. Hood Medical Center. Upon arrival units found a metal pile on fire, emitting a large dark plume of smoke. Crews utilized aerial attack to control the fire and are continuing to encourage the victim to participate via video chat or to send their own explicit photos. The cause of the fire is currently unknown, and no injuries have been reported at this time. In Oregon, nonfarm payroll employment grew by 7, in August, following monthly gains averaging 10, in the prior seven months. Only one major industry cut jobs: retail trade -1, jobs.

Leisure and hospitality added 1, jobs in August, following a gain of 6,, as revised, in July. Employment in health care and social assistance has been relatively flat all year. Over the past year, nursing and residential care facilities has been especially weak, having lost 1, jobs since August The Oregon Employment Department plans to release the August county and metropolitan area unemployment rates on Tuesday, Sep. To obtain the data in other formats such as in Excel, visit QualityInfo. To request the press release as a Word document, contact the person shown at the top of this press release. To file a claim for unemployment benefits or get more information about unemployment programs, visit unemployment. Equal Opportunity program — auxiliary aids and services available upon request to individuals with disabilities. Contact: For people who are deaf or hard of hearing, call Telecommunications Relay Services. The bridge will be closed each night from 9 p.

The alternative route for travelers during the closure is U. The event is at the indoor arena of the Benton County Fairgrounds on Sunday, October
3, from a. The children are helped on to the horse and led around the arena. Riders must be 3 - 18 years of age and be able to hang on by themselves. Photographs are taken in front of a green screen and printed with a western background to give to the child. They will also be available online after the event for those who give permission to post them. A release form is required for all riders and will be available at the event registration table. No pre-registration needed. Email sheriffsposse co. Evergreen Public Schools is looking to hire a variety of Classified positions.

With a one-stop Hiring Event on Wednesday September 22, applicants will be able to explore job openings, fill out applications and even be fingerprinted onsite. Due to COVID protocols, applicants must make an appointment in advance no walk-ins - see the flyer in English, Spanish and Russian versions attached for details. Oregonians answer some thought-provoking questions about their values and beliefs related to climate change. The question numbers in this document correspond with the survey questionnaire Q, , , On Monday, September 14, at approximately PM, Oregon State Troopers and emergency personnel responded to a single vehicle crash on Hwy 7 near milepost Preliminary investigation revealed that a KTM, operated by Lawrence Drake 78 of Ashland, was southbound on Hwy 7 when it failed to negotiate a curve and left the roadway before crashing.

Just after a. The incident was immediately upgraded to a first alarm to bring adequate resources to the scene. As additional firefighters arrived, an aggressive interior and exterior fire attack was initiated to extinguish the fire that had spread to the attic space of the duplex. As a precaution, the incident commander called a second alarm to bring in extra resources. Those extra resources were cleared before arrival as initial units gained control of the fire in just under 25 minutes. Approximately 32 firefighters and 8 pieces of firefighting apparatus responded to the fire. Both duplex units received substantial damage during the fire and have been deemed uninhabitable.

A total of four adults and one dog have been displaced. Fortunately, the duplex had working carbon monoxide smoke alarms which warned residents allowing them time to safely evacuate. The duplex did not have a fire sprinkler system. When a fire sprinkler system is present, the likelihood of injuries and costly damage is dramatically reduced. The Newberg-Dundee Police Department participated in enhanced traffic patrols from August 25th through September 6th, with special attention over the Labor Day weekend. The enforcement was focused to address distracted driving cell phone use , speeding, and driving under the influence of intoxicants. The effort resulted in 9 contacts for distracted driving, 45 contacts for speeding, and 3 arrests for DUII. Funding for these extra patrols is made possible through grants and in partnership with the Oregon Department of Transportation. It is important to note that the survey was conducted before the Pfizer COVID vaccine received FDA approval, and before many of the mask and vaccine mandates implemented during August. The question numbers in this document correspond with the survey questionnaire Q1-Q10, Q, Q36, and Q As of pm, evacuation levels for the impacted areas are being reduced to a Level 2 status.

The impacted areas include the south side of the block of Vitae Springs Road S including side roads. Residents MAY have time to gather necessary items, but doing so is at their own risk. This may be the only notice you receive. Emergency services cannot guarantee that they will be able to notify you if conditions rapidly deteriorate. Area media services will be asked to broadcast periodic updates.

Salem Fire Department is leading fire efforts at the scene. Evacuation notice for. The south side of the — block of Vitae Springs S including. Level 3: GO! Evacuate now! Leave immediately! Danger to your area is current or imminent, and you should evacuate immediately. If you choose to ignore this advisement, you must understand that emergency services may not be available to assist you further. DO NOT delay leaving to gather any belongings or make efforts to protect your home. This will be the last notice you receive. Scappoose Fire District responded to a residential structure fire in the block of SE 6 th street in the Spring Lake Community this morning.

The fire was called in at AM, and we arrived in 6 minutes to a fire that was spreading quickly inside the house. The fire was deemed under control in 39 minutes. Two occupants inside the home at the time of the fire were able to escape. One of the occupants was transported to a Portland hospital for burn injuries that were not life-threatening. Fire crews were able to contain the fire from spreading to neighboring homes. There was a total of two fire engines, 1 medic, and two chief officers. There were no injuries to any firefighters. The cause of the fire is under investigation; however, the fire was deemed accidental. Scappoose Fire District would like to remind our citizens when dealing with cooking oil fires, shut off the power to the stove and smother the flames by sliding the lid over the pan.

Never put water on a grease fire, and do not attempt to move the pan. The water can be super-heated and change to steam and can cause severe burns. Also, it can cause oil to splash up and spread the fire. For each trait, the entire teaching staff participates, too. In September, staff members find stories of courage from the news, neighbors, and friends and family to share with students during class to show courage taking place throughout the community.

The new curriculum provides a much more thorough approach for SEL. SEL provides students with vital skills not only to help them in life but also academically, too. Character Strong goes beyond the classroom, too, providing activities for staff and students to use throughout the school including the playground. Learn more about how Woodland Public Schools educates our students and serves the community , by visiting our dedicated news webpage at www. The meeting will include tours of school district facilities currently being renovated as part of the voter approved Centennial School District Bond. On Monday, September 13, , at a. Deputies arriving at the scene located the vehicle.

Gresham Fire Department responded to the scene and extinguished the fire. Upon further investigation, a person was located inside the burned vehicle. The individual, an adult male, was pronounced dead at the scene. ATF is providing a certified explosives specialist, a certified fire expert and an explosives detection K9. Investigators are working to determine what caused the explosion, which is believed to have originated inside the vehicle. The cause and manner of death are yet to be determined. Investigators are not yet releasing the identity of the individual.

There is no danger to the public, nor threat of additional explosions. There were no reports of additional injuries or injuries to first responders. The investigation is ongoing. No further information can be released at this time. Captain llg had been fighting a heroic and determined battle against brain cancer since he was first diagnosed with this disease in December , returning to full duty after a number of procedures and treatments before the cancer progressed again.
Severe weather, natural disasters, and other conditions beyond our control can occasionally disrupt shipping services. More Shipping Information. A valid receipt or packing slip is required for all refunds or exchanges. Shipping and handling fees are not refundable. Subscribe to Baseball Prospectus. Thank you for reading. This is a free article. Subscribe now. View article on legacy site. Jason Parks. You need to be logged in to comment. Login or Subscribe. This article was insightful, thought-provoking, and most of all honest, Jason. Thank you for giving us such an in-depth glimpse of your thought process, and believe you me that your unique perspective is greatly appreciated. I can certainly relate to your experience, and I have found that the art of player evaluation is made all the more challenging by the fact that the same player does not show up every game. This issue is glaring when it comes to pitchers and mechanical timing, where results often come down to whether or not they can harness consistency on that particular day.

I do have to admit a lean toward the digital age, though my device of choice is a digi audio recorder. I have found that the inflection and emotion conveyed through tone can help to put a performance in context, which is key for someone who often struggles to convey tone through print. Reply to tombores. I cannot stand this environment where 20 year old bloggers read the opinions of five or six “industry experts”, then compile lists and notes as if they actually bring something new to the table. To top that off, they actually take it to an entirely new level by actually arguing other’s opinions. In your writing and podcasts, it’s clear to me that you bring objective opinions, a unique and entertaining style and a palatable passion and desire to be good at what you do.

Your detail of the notebooks containing the photographic trigger of your memory is absolutely spot on, and the digital equivalent is simply a transposition, like a good book being adapted into a screenplay. The book is always better. Reply to jhardman. Reply to bryantwebster. Reply to jpark Jason. This is a great piece.
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Thank you again for your business. Stay healthy and safe, Best regards Bala Bhat. A most convenient location to visit Portland and the surrounding area and still enjoy the small town atmosphere. If you want a quiet and warm place to rest, you should put this hotel on you itinerary as you travel. Bala Bhat, General Manager at Best Western Newberg Inn, responded to this review Dear esteemed guest, Thank you for your business and preference of our hotel to the other branded hotels of Portland.

We are happy because you had a wonderful quiet stay at our place. Stay healthy and safe, Best regards Bala bhat. Everything was immaculate, Kayla and Ben at the Front Desk were great. The housekeeping staff did an excellent job keeping the rooms and hallways clean. They still had Breakfast items available at the Front Desk for pickup. These days we still serve a stand and serve breakfast on the weekends. Difficult to manage the service with the special care needed due to pandemic.

We are happy that you have enjoyed our hospitality and the great rooms and the stand and serve breakfast. Stay well and healthy. Sincerely Bala bhat. We had a pleasant 2nd visit back to Newberg and our last visit in August was just as nice. Our visit may have not materialized if I had not got in contact with the friendly people I will mention below that made our trip possible. Our issues began when my instincts were telling me to give the Travelodge hotel where I had originally booked our accommodations a call and so I did. This was a day before Thanksgiving a day before we were about to head-out on During my original reservation process, I suppose I had forgotten to select while booking that we were going to bring our little doggie Mr. Tuckers with us. I confirmed with the receptionist to see if Mr. Tuckers was on the list and he was not.

Captain Ilg is survived by his wife and their daughter, he was 49 years old. Occupational cancer is a grim and serious issue for the fire service. The smoke, and burned debris of our modern structure fires contain considerable amount of carcinogens and toxins that have been scientifically proven to contribute to causing cancer. Initial here: kate spade new york's take note large notebook features a leather-like cover, gold foil detail, a ribbon bookmark, interior pocket to hold loose papers, and lined pages to hold your thoughts. The colored page edges are a beautiful finishing touch. Once the order has been picked and packed, it will be sent via standard, Faster, or Fastest delivery. Arrival times are dependent on item availability and ship-from location. Saturday deliveries in most areas.

Too many people travel the easy road and survive in the herd mentality. You are seperating yourself by not fearing being wrong. That’s also why we may lose you to an industry job too. While I wish every success to you, I don’t look forward to the day that you don’t entertain and inform us here. Reply to karp These are my thoughts also. Good luck Jason, though I do not think it will take long before you are scooped up. Just be sure if you go incognito that you come back to BP weekly and write under an alias. Reply to Scott Reply to jedjethro.

I for one secretly and selfishly hope you won’t make it into any of those impenetrable forts, because it would mean we’d have to miss your excellent writing. From what I can tell you are already good at scouting, you aim to get better and know you have weaknesses, which means you very well may reach your goals as far as baseball is concerned. But man, you’ve got a special talent yourself which goes beyond recognizing a baseball prospect and it is writing. Reply to MichavdB. I enjoy reading your stuff more than any other writer here, Jason. It’s not a slam on the other writers, but an acknowledgement that I like your style of writing and look forward to reading more of it. You can always do both writing and scouting. Thank you, as well, for the analysis of why writing down the information on paper in your own notebooks is so important to you. In this digital age, it becomes increasingly difficult to explain why my written notebook is so much more valuable to me than my digital notes. As a former writer who has been in the IT industry for many years, my colleagues view me as a throwback at best and an idiot at worst.

Your detail of the notebooks containing the photographic trigger of your memory is absolutely spot on, and the digital equivalent is simply a transposition, like a good book being adapted into a screenplay. The book is always better. Reply to jhardman. Reply to bryantwebster. Reply to jpark Jason. This is a great piece.
The situation suddenly turned frantic when the receptionist mentioned that no more dog-friendly rooms were available and they were all spoken for. The receptionist then told me that she would get in contact the motel manager to see what could be done. Time was of the essence as they would say and I was worried that we wouldn't have a place to stay so I quickly went on the web to see if I could find any last-minute hotels around the area. I contacted Best Western and spoke on the phone with Beth and she was very friendly, understanding and helpful.

They had one pet-friendly room left and Beth advised not to book the room in case we were allowed to let Mr. Tuckers stay with us back at the Travelodge room. Had I booked the Best Western room, then canceled, I would have incurred a cancellation fee since the 24hr window for cancellations had already surpassed. This all took place before 5pm in the evening. The cutoff time was 4pm.

When I mentioned to Beth that we had issues with our Travelodge reservations, she mentioned that the manager Mr. Bala Bhat happened to manage both hotels. About 1hr later, I get a call from Mr. Bala Bhat and he quickly assured me not to worry and that the accommodations for our family were already being taken care of. Our new plan was to relocate to the pet-friendly room at the Best Western just down the street. The pricing would remain the same as our Travelodge accommodations. Man what a sigh of relief! Bhat and I had a warm, pleasant, happy and welcoming conversation over the phone. He told me not to worry and that everything would be taken care of. His words over the phone took such a burden off my shoulders. When we arrived at the hotel in the late evening the next day, I checked in and was greeted by Ben at the front desk. Ben was kind and welcoming. He mentioned all the details about the hotel, what time was breakfast being served, where to locate the fitness room and mentioned the pool wasn't going to be opened for another 3 weeks due to COVID.

After receiving 2 keycards, I went to park our van behind the hotel. There is plenty of parking and also a grass area where Mr. Tuckers can do his business. Our room was upstairs and the staircase leading up to there was super-wide and easy to climb to our room. It is very close to the side-rear entrance. When we entered the room, we discovered a bottle of Brut Champagne and a personal note hand-written from Mr. Bhat himself wishing us a Happy Thanksgiving. This truly made our family's day. Bhat didn't really need to do this kind gesture for us, but he went out of his way to do so. The room was clean, very quiet, relaxing and we all slept well. I didn't have the opportunity to thank Mr. Bhat in person for his kindness but I did meet his wife during our initial visit at the Travelodge in August. She was equally as kind when I checked-in at the front desk after mentioning we just completed a She offered me a bottled-water.

Bhat showed this to me and my family. We will be staying at this location again for sure including the Travelodge knowing that Mr. Bhat will take care of our needs everytime we come back and visit. We are honored. Hope to meet you in person on your next visit. Stay well and safe, best Regards Bala Bhat. 

They provide a free hot breakfast weekends with typical, but limited fixings due to COVID, as well as with pastries, cereal, fruit, etc. Other days the Continental breakfast is via brownbag at the front desk. Parking was free and excellent. And must mention, staff was super friendly and attentive making our stay enjoyable, particularly Kayla Kerr, the Front Desk Manager who made a point in greeting us with a warm smile. We are happy that we could meet your expectations and the comfort you had in our small size hotel. Thank you again and hope to see you on your next visit to your children at college. Best Regards, Stay well and safe B Bhat. Yes this may be trying times, but with that said - you can still find friendly and kind service with a comfortable place to stay.

And the Breakfast is coming back as things improve. You are just a short drive to Portland where you can do your business and return out of the big city to a more quieter place. Bala Bhat, General Manager at Best Western Newberg Inn, responded to this review Dear Traveller, Thank you very much for the feedback of understanding the difficult situation for everybody and global human beings. We are soon coming out with the satisfactory breakfast once we are out of this pandemic. Thank you again for your feedback and business. Best Regards B Bhat. We stayed here 6 nights during the pandemic while on vacation to wine country. Our room was clean, comfortable, and quiet. The front desk personnel were pleasant and helpful. Breakfast, though okay, was in a bag with very limited choices.

The pool and hot tub were nice but the exercise room needs new equipment and some free weights. Overall, a nice budget hotel with few frills. We would stay here again. It helps. We are doing aa renovation of our gym pretty soon and will see some new equipments in a short while. We are the only hotel who keep the pool open during the pandemic taking extra care and extra work in this area to keep the guests happy.

We evacuated to BW during fires on Chehalem Mountain, during this past week. From the first call to make quick room reservations for my Family till we left, the staff, particularly Kayla and Beth were caring, kind, and helpful. They helped make an otherwise very stressful time, manageable. Proud to say that we did not take advantage of the fire hazard and increase the rates.

We are happy that we could be of some use during these difficult days. I was very impressed with the staff at this hotel. I called to see if we could perhaps switch to a pet friendly room and was told that none were available. But Kayla said she would call other online reservations to see if they needed that type of room or not.

She was able to secure us our room. She could of just told us that no pet friendly rooms were available but she went above and beyond to help us out. For the price hotel was comfortable and also offered a bag breakfast. We try to accommodate as much as possible with in our limits. Thank you for recognizing our effort and complimenting the same. Once again thank you, stay safe, Best Regards B Bhat.

We had a great four day two night stay on August 2nd through 4th for my wife's birthday getaway to wine country on August 2nd. This stay was
originally booked as a jacuzzi king stay through the reservations center as I am a rewards club member and the rates were comparable to trip advisor ones. I checked Trip Advisor the day before we were scheduled to arrive and found that rates had fallen so I called the hotel directly to make sure that our rates would be adjusted and find out what they would be. I emphasized that this was a birthday trip for my wife and that her birthday was the 2nd. Upon arrival, I found that our room was on the second floor, as requested, as my wife is a very light sleeper. There is no elevator for the second floor which created no hardship for us but might for some others, a fact that was noted to us on checkin.

Hospitality was great with Tiffany and all of the girls and one guy at the front desk accommodating and eager to please! Housekeeping was outstanding as well! Our room was spotless and spacious, including a large living room area with a couch, a substantial flat screen tv and a table and two chairs. There was ample closet space, a mini refrigerator, a microwave and drawers for clothes storage and racks for suitcases. The bed was comfortable and firm and there were plenty of pillows and towels and housekeeping was quick and happy to provide additional towels as needed. The lobby area has a computer and printer and you can print a reasonable amount of copies without charge and the front desk staff will assist you if you need help, as I did, and is quick and accommodating in that regard. You receive a pass word for free internet and complimentary newspapers are available upon checkin. Masks are required in the lobby due to coronavirus and the breakfast policy has changed as a result of it as well.

It is still complimentary and substantial but the hot options of eggs and sausage and hot cereals are missing. You get cold orange juice, apple juice, and cranberry juice and milk or chocolate milk and hot tea or coffee or chocolate. There is a keurig coffee maker in the room also with coffee pods and tea bags and ample additional tea bags and chocolate in the lobby. Breakfast includes cold cereals, two types of yogurt, muffins, breakfast sandwiches, bagels with cream cheese and a weird breakfast omlet type of creation with a pancake folded over and encasing cheese and meat which is surprisingly tasty and actually works.

Upon checkin we found a nice bottle of California Grenache red wine in our room as a birthday welcome and gift and it was very good and much appreciated! We very much enjoyed our stay at the Best Western Newberg, finding the rooms outstanding and the staff exemplary and very gracious and accommodating and highly recommend it to you and plan to stay there again when we return for wine country!

The spa room is a bargain and well worth it for a special occasion and we recommend it also! Bala Bhat, General Manager at Best Western Newberg Inn, responded to this review Dear Sexy, Thank you very much for the elaborate compliments how you guys enjoyed your stay eat our cozy place. We highly appreciate your compliments and recommendations. Stay safe, best Regards B Bhat. Quiet, clean and on a main road which was easy to find. Not too crowded plus swimming pool, jacuzzi, and sauna was very relaxing since we were the only ones there! Appreciated that key was not inserted, had sensor so it was one less thing to worry about. Your feedback is well appreciated for being shared in the public media.

We are extremely happy that you enjoyed your vacation in our hotel and enjoyed the facility of the sauna and jacuzzi. Thank you again and hope to see you soon. Stay safe and god bless you Best Regards, Bala Bhat. Excellent service, clean and spacious room, great value for the money. Breakfast can be taken out as well as eat in the breakfast area. Wonderful indoor pool and spa, and work out room with the latest equipment. Highly recommend! We are extremely happy to learn that you had a wonderful stay in our highly sanitized rooms. We have a policy of keeping the checked out room empty for 36 hours to avoid possible contamination. Thank you for the recommendation. This place will rip you off, I used to stay here all the time and they just lost my families business. It's their discrepancy to charge you anything they want and not refund and you customer service is horrible.

Thank you again and hope to see you again soon. Best Regards Bala Bhat. This seems to be a somewhat older property, but it is very well maintained, and very comfortable. The staff, especially Kayla and Beth, and fantastic, friendly, and helpful. The bed is very comfortable, and the rooms are comfortable and well appointed. I can recommend this location for stays when going through the area. Lots of wineries are close to visit, and the Evergreen Air and Space Museum is incredible! We are indeed pleased to know that you have enjoyed staying with us less flashy hotel. This town is a small village town and if the property is sassy and flashy people from the area do not come to us.

Hence it is known to be a economy hotel in the area. Thank you for observing the comfortable beds and the appropriate furnishing and the electrical outlets with lots of provisions for the usbs. Thank you for recommending our hotel for the future probable guests and customers. It is very pleasing to know that our staff were very hospitable. Thank you again. Best Regards C Patel. From the moment we arrived this staff did everything they could do to be a great help and blessing to us. We loved our stay and highly recommend this hotel. The greeted us with open arms and then went out of their way to make sure we were welltaken care of and happy. Thank you. We are extremely happy that you had a wonderful stay in our hotel. We are honored by your feedback. Thank you again for the honest compliments and comments.

Beginning at check in the front desk persons Kayla and Ben were most helpful. I had car trouble and they were very helpful in getting me assistance, it was most appreciated. The Breakfast is pleasant and well attended with staff Ashley and Gracie making sure the food is hot and good. Small things really make a difference in your day and the staff are truly a delight. You will see us again. We are delighted to hear you had a wonderful stay at our small Bestwestern in Newberg. Thanks for complimenting our back bone Kayla and Ben at the front desk. They are our all in all. Thanks for complimenting our breakfast ambassadors Gracie and Ashley. Glad we could look into the minute requirements of our guests. Thanks again for recommending. The breakfast has a superb selection of all types of
Shout out to Kayla for always going above and beyond in providing the best possible service. We are extremely happy that you had an excellent series of experiences in our small hotel. Thanks for appreciating our hot breakfast apart from the compliments to our dearest front desk manager. Thanks again for sharing your happiness in the public domain. The check-in was quick and friendly.

My room was very clean but didn't smell overly of chemicals as can sometimes be the case. Both of these are very important to me. Dirty stuff makes me uncomfortable and overpowering smells give me a headache. The place was really very quiet. That's so important too. I appreciated the keurig in my room with a good selection of Kirkland coffees. All the staff was very friendly from the front desk and breakfast attendant to the cleaning ladies everyone was top notch. Would def stay here again. Very happy to know that you guys enjoyed your vacation in our clean hotel. Was really makes us feel more happy to know that all our staff were caring and efficient. They have been with us for a long time and know what they are doing and needs no supervision. Thanks again for your observation. Once again full hearted thanks for leaving another feather in our cap. Stayed here when I was in between moving. Everyone is extremely kind from the front desk to the attendant in the breakfast area.

Hotel is super clean too. Upon checking out and speaking with Kayla, I had to stay an extra night to get a few things done around the area. Her gesture of making sure I was comfortable and relaxed for my last night was top-notch hospitality. Truly enjoy this hotel. Happy to know that you had an extremely happy experience of staying in our hotel and the service of our dedicated employees. Most of our employees are with us for the last ten years and above and are empowered to deliver best and beyond. Thank you again for recommending our hotel by sharing your stay experience in the public media. Thank you again, Best Regards Bala Bhat. This is not a "5 Star" hotel. It is, however, a great value motel and was perfect for what we needed. The rooms were clean and comfortable. Breakfast was just right. We saw many families using the pool even though we did not. Staff was friendly and helpful. What more could you ask for? It is an older property but the lobby has been remodeled and the price was great.

We are thrilled and honored. We are not a plus but all our service including that of the hot breakfast is at par with the Bestwestern Plus, may be slightly better. Lots of our guests have stated as you did that our hotel is as good as a best western Plus or a Holiday Inn express in service and cleanliness. Thank you again for sharing your thoughts about our hotel in public forum. We love coming to this best western they are hands down the best we have ever visited. From the amazing staff to the super comfortable rooms. The amenities are great from the always warm and clean pool and hot tub, to the great hot breakfast daily. The staff is always ready with a smile. Recommend this location to all and will keep coming back for many years to come. We are happy that you had a great stay and enjoyed our hot breakfast bar.

We are also happy that you enjoyed our pool and hot tub. Thanks again for recommending our hotel in tripadvisor. Thanks again Best Regards Bala bhat. The new renovation shows. First time visit here as we were visiting friends who live in Newberg. We had a king bed with separate sofa bed which was divided by a half wall. Also a somewhat small padded bench in the closet area along with a desk chair. We were able to host our friends in our room for wine. Everything worked and very clean room. Make up remover wipes never had these before, shower cap, all the usual toiletries, iron, board, hair dryer, Keurig coffee maker, refrigerator.

Seven drawers for storage plus desk drawer. Only nit picky comments are: towels are thin and hangers are type that are attached permanently to rod. But staff is super friendly and helpful. Breakfast is more than continental as it includes waffles made to order, scrambled eggs, made up omelet, hash browns. We were really pleased with this stay.

Great value. Our friends were so pleased that relatives of theirs have a reservation. We are obliged that you have shared your review in the public media, which helps the business. We are happy that the room was clean and spacious and had wonderful furnishings. Glad to know that you could host your friends in the room over a few bottles of wine. Very sweet of you that you have taken little time to explain our breakfast bar and the hospitality of the staff.

Thank you again and hope to see you on your return journey. We were in Newberg visiting friends When we found our 2 rooms, we were pleasantly surprised that they were adjoining rooms. When I made the reservation, I had asked for our two rooms to be next to each other, not specifically adjoining. At checkout, I found out that staff had worked hard to give us these rooms. They didn't know how much it would help our family. I have an adult son with autism and the 2 rooms together made it much easier and more comfortable for him to be away from his home.

The breakfast was also very good with a lot of options to choose from. My son loved the hot tub. The beds were very comfortable, not too hard or too soft, with exceptional linens. Everything was very clean. We stayed 2 nights and on our second day, I felt like we were on a cruise ship or at a resort because of how the room was made up. Housekeeping even posed my daughter's stuffed animal on her bed in a super cute way. So much attention to detail. We loved this hotel and hope to stay again. Glad to know that you had a great experience in our Bestwestern Newberg. Hope to see you again very soon. Our staff are hardworking, dedicated employees, rather my family members. Thanks again, Best Regards Bala Bhat.

On a 3 day road trip in Oregon and spent the first night here.

The couple I was traveling with needed a Tesla charging station and this place has one. The room was quiet and there are numerous places to eat within a half mile. The breakfast was better than most Best Western's I've stayed at. Good deal for the price! We are happy that you liked our breakfast and the other facilities. We are extremely happy that our front office manager and the breakfast staff were hospitable. Our simple hot breakfast consists of the following: 1 Four types of cereal. Apart from this above average breakfast we have 24 hours Keurig coffee maker in the lobby having variety of coffee pods including Starbucks. Thanks for sharing your views in the famous Trip Advisor site.

And hope to see you again soon. We stayed there with our infant daughter and the rooms were clean and comfortable. The staff was very helpful, friendly and accommodating with extra linens and a bit of a mess. The breakfast was great. I would definitely stay there again. We are honored to know that you had a wonderful stay with your family in our hotel. Thank you for sharing your happy views in a public media. Thank you again for taking time to review our hotel.
Hope to see you again soon, Best regards B Bhat. The Best Western Newberg Inn was centrally located, a great value and clean and comfortable. We loved the hot tub and the extraordinary spread at the free breakfast; hot foods included bacon, omelettes, hash browns and eggs. There was also tons of fruit and pastries and yogurt as well as a great selection of salsa and hot sauces. Even a frozen breakfast burrito, oats and hard-boiled eggs! The rooms were clean and simple and quiet. Great stay and highly recommended!

Delighted to hear that you had a wonderful, comfortable stay at our clean hotel. It is a pleasure you have enjoyed the hot tub and the variety of the breakfast bar with unlined supply of fresh cut fruits and other items which are not available in other best western hotels. Thank you again and hope to see you soon on your next visit. I have stayed in many, many BWs. This motel stood out from the rest. The normal BW breakfast is sparse and minimalist. This motel clearly looked for ways to delight. Hand cut fruit, extra ingredients for breakfast items, table cloth on the table, delightful and cheerful breakfast area staff. We are very much pleased that you had a very comfortable stay. We are very keen to maintain consistent quality and the minute details of everything in the hotel.

Ours is the one of the best pools in town and only hotel to have a sauna in town. I was greeted by a pleasant speaking well groomed young man. Who was very informative and who also gave me info on rewards and discounts without asking. I was very pleased with my overall stay and the employees. We are happy that you could see our level of hospitality and the rewards program we have. Thank you for the appreciation. Hope to see you again soon. What a clean and comfortable hotel. We had a great stay. The breakfast was delicious. Customer service was excellent. Ben was super helpful with our reservation and our check in. Great value and would return. We are happy that we could meet your expectations and all our staff were helpful and obliging.

We are happy that you liked our breakfast and the pool. Best Regards, B Bhat. Great clean hotel with spacious rooms, comfy beds, Kuerig coffee maker and fridge in room. Water offered for free at front desk. Nice breakfast too! I’d return to this hotel for the value. There are other resort style hotels in the area but this is exactly what we needed. Quiet, clean, located near our events. Thank you for letting us know how you enjoyed with our in room facility like coffee, the breakfast varieties.

Thank you again and hope to see you with your friend on your next wine tour. Picked this place because it was close to the wineries and an easy access location. The first night was rough, loud neighbors and loud side door usage. I informed the on duty the next morning and she immediately jumped into action to rectify the issue, placing before us several options of what could be done to have a better stay. Our issues were rectified and night two was a dream. The breakfast center was very well tended to and the hotel was clean and all the staff was very attentive and helpful. Good value for the stay and Kayla made all the difference with her customer service. Only down side was some of the workout equipment was not working properly. Overall it was clean and comfy. Thanks for letting us know so that we could take immediate action. Thank you for taking time to write a review of our hotel in the public media. We are happy you had a wonderful stay for the other nights in our clean hotel and you also enjoyed the breakfast varieties.

Thank you for sharing your opinion in tripadvisor. My wife and I came to the Newberg area for a few days of wine tasting. Upon checking in at the hotel, we were greeted by the most friendly Kayla. She was one of the most cheerful people that we could have hoped for. She was very professional and experienced. She gave us winery recommendations along with an excellent dinner location that we tried Subterranean - A Wine Cellar Restaurant. The meal was very good. The hotel room was very clean and comfortable. The location is easy access to wherever you want to go. Thanks Kayla! You are a great ambassador for Best Western and Newberg. We are happy that you had a wonderful stay at our place and you had great experience in the food place suggested by us. Thanks again for sharing your experience in our hotel. Love staying here. We have spent the past 3 years staying here for my godson’s football games and I love how clean, relaxing, welcoming and comfortable this place is to visit. The breakfast is not only amazingly good, but everything is meticulously clean and well maintained.

Thank you for sharing your review in the public forum. We are really happy that you had a wonderful stay in our hotel and you liked our unlimited hot breakfast buffet. Thanks again and hope to see you again soon. My husband and I spent three nights here while we enjoyed some wine tasting in the Willamette. We found Newberg to be a fairly central location with a lot of the wineries we chose to visit being within a half hour drive or less. There were restaurants close by as well. The room we had was a good size with a comfortable bed. It had a microwave, a Keurig coffee machine and small fridge. The one thing I didn’t like was that the room smelled quite strongly of bleach when we first walked in.

We found the breakfast at the hotel to be one of the better free breakfasts in our experience. The eggs actually tasted like eggs, this is not always the case! There was also a bowl of fresh cantaloupe cut into pieces every morning which I’ve never seen before, along with apples, bananas and oranges. It also had a waffle machine, oatmeal, biscuits and gravy, yogurt, cereal, muffins, bread bagels and English muffins. Lots to choose from. We are honored and obliged to know that you had a wonderful stay at our hotel. It is also a pleasure to know that you have enjoyed the wine tasting trip to the Willamette valley in the yamhill county. Thank you for giving details of our unlimited hot breakfast and the other room facilities.

Thank you for sharing your review in the public forum which really helps. Thank you again and hope to see you on your next trip. We stayed at Newberg Best Western for the evening before our hot air balloon ride in order to not have to rise at 3AM. It is one of the nicest we have stayed at: very clean, wonderful staff and convenient. Thank you for your letter of experience of our hospitality and the cleanliness of the hotel and atmosphere. Thank you again for sharing your superior experience in a public forum.

Sincerely yours Bala bhat. I was shocked to see a bad review of this hotel. My husband and I stayed here 3 nights, and our friends stayed in the room next door. We were very pleased with everything about this hotel and would most definitely stay here again. Our room was spacious, clean and very quiet. Comfortable bed and bedding.
There is an indoor pool, exercise room and surprisingly, a sauna. All the staff we encountered were friendly and helpful. The free breakfast was very good, much better than expected. The location was perfect for our wine-tasting forays and an easy 7-minute walk from a terrific restaurant. The price was very reasonable—a good value. However, this hotel has opened my eyes to Best Western. We paid less and got more! The largest membership co-operative in the hotel business. Thank you for your review of appreciation and the height of hospitality practiced by our dedicated staff. All the more sharing your review in a world renowned public forum. Hope to see you again with your friends for the next visit to the beautiful wine country.

I recently stayed at the Best Western in Newberg, Oregon for nearly 9 months during a transitioning period and had the best experience. I was under some financial restraints and was only able to book a room for a week at a time. Kayla, at the front desk, handled all of the bookings and was able to keep me in pet friendly rooms for my entire stay. She was always very polite and respectful and treated me like family. She even made sure my family was well taken care of when they came up for a visit and at one point my son was calling her Aunt Kayla.

I highly recommend the Best Western in Newberg, Oregon and am grateful for my stay there. Thank you again to Kayla and the entire staff at Best Western. We are extremely happy to know that you felt home at our hotel. Happy to know that Kayla could accommodate the financial part for your stay. Thank you for appreciating our efforts and complimenting and share the compliments in the famous tripadvisor public media. Regards Bal Bhat. I always review hotels before making a decision. Sorry to say that this was by far one of the worst Best Westerms I have stayed at Upon arriving the front exterior looks great, the lobby is updated all good so far Until we walk into the area where the rooms are The room is below average, a musty smell, the bathroom wreaks I feel sick from the waft of the bathroom. The room is old, depressing The buffet was decent, a decent selection of breakfast food Thats the inly good thing I can say about the hotel. Felt more like a run down motel.

A guest subsequently stayed in the same room has immensely praised the comfort of the same room and the bed. May of our guests are also have asked about the veracity of your review. However we are sorry for your personal opinion and next time we will try to get you a room in Allison, Newberg. We are not able to understand the word "inly" in your response. Please don't do it. Once again sorry for your feelings about our property.

Hope to see you again in newberg or, the beautiful wine country. We stayed here during our college scouting trip. It is very close to George Fox and there is a great Starbucks a short distance down the street. Our view was pretty non-existent, but we were not there for the view. Check In and Check Out were smooth. We are glad to know that you have enjoyed our well furnished , clean rooms. Hope you have decided about the college by now. We are the close property to the college with special rates for the college visitors. Newberg town is the second safest safe town in Oregon and highly recommended. Hope to see you again to complete the admission formalities soon. Staff here are all amazing and friendly. Everything we needed was accommodated to the best of their ability. The breakfast makes traveling so much easier and it's close by tons of food and grocery options. Thank you for choosing best western family and welcome to the family. Thank you again and hope to see you more often.

Last but not least thank you for sharing your views in the public forum. The rooms are beautiful, the staff is very nice and friendly also the breakfast is very good. The swimming pool is good. In the breakfast room you can make waffles, they have also scrambled eggs with sausages, also there is sweet bread. We are happy that we could meet your expectation and give a memorable experience of stay in our hotel.

We are pleased also to know that you have enjoyed our hot breakfast and the clean heated pool. Thank you again and hope to see you again. Sincerely yours B.Bhat. This hotel was perfect for our needs. The location was very good for our visit to the Willamette Valley wineries. It is very reasonably priced and the room was very adequate and clean. They offered us an upgrade as I have been a Best Western Member for many years. It was a larger room but on the second floor and there is no elevator. We were fine but I think that is stupid to have a second floor with no elevator.

Anyways, the staff at the front desk was very friendly and helpful- they helped me plan our way through Portland to avoid traffic jams. We are happy that you had a wonderful stay and have enjoyed our facility. Our hotel was built in and then there were no elevators in the whole town. Hence the existing problem. However our staff are always ready to help with the heavy stuff to take to the upper floor. Thank you again for your business and hope to see you again soon.

The Hotel was extremely convenient to the University. Kayla, the front desk manager in the morning was extremely helpful in giving us advice to visiting Silver Falls, definitely worth it, downtown Portland, and other things about the area. Didn't really try the breakfast but it looked like what one would find at other hotels. Thank you for sharing your superior experience in the public media. It is true many hotels of the same cadre do not serve the variety. We are like best western plus in the breakfast bar. Thank you again for complimenting our staff. Thank you again and hope to see you again when you visit your kids in college. The bed and pillows were very comfortable and the room was dark great for sleeping. The bath room was a little small for getting ready but other than that the room was nice. The pool and hot tub was nice for the hotel.

We are delighted and honored to know that you had a fabulous stay in our Newberg Inn. Shipping and handling fees are not refundable. Unopened computer hardware and software must be returned within 14 days of purchase for a full refund. All other merchandise that is unopened and in original condition can be returned within 30 days of purchase.

More Detailed Return Information. Store Information. Store Seasonal Team Members. Apply Now. Track Your Order. School Supplies. Origin: Imported. Shipping Info Once the order has been picked and packed, it will be sent via standard, Faster, or Fastest delivery. More Shipping Information Return Policy A valid receipt or packing slip is required for all refunds or exchanges. You May Also Like Previous.
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These paramedics get a front seat to what the firefighting role entails and often opt to promote to firefighter-paramedics in future academies. While progress is being made, there is still a need to forge ahead with efforts to increase diversity in the fire service. The District is committed to building
a more diverse workforce that is reflective of the communities we serve and creating an inclusive and welcoming environment for everyone. When officers arrived they located Armando Prado Valencia, 34, deceased. The investigation is ongoing and additional arrests are anticipated. Contact: Sheriff Curtis L. Now is the time to plan how you will evacuate with your pet, what supplies they need, and where they will be able to shelter. Planning now for your pets and livestock, will help your family evacuate quickly and safely if needed and reduce your stress in an emergency. For more information and tips, visit our website at www. On Tuesday September 14 th , at approximately A.

Upon arrival Polk County Deputies discovered Mr. Ryan Muniz had sustained multiple gunshot wounds and had succumbed to his injuries. Gonzalez-Salcido matched the description of the suspect provided to the Polk County Deputies on scene. A Polk County Deputy noted Mr. Gonzalez-Salcido was pushing a lawn mower down Hidden Valley in an attempt to mislead deputies as to his involvement in the incident. Gonzalez-Salcido was detained at the location and eventually taken into custody and transported to the Polk County Jail where he was lodged on charges of Murder in the Second Degree, Unlawful Use of a Weapon and Felon in Possession of a Weapon. During the investigation Detectives learned Mr. Muniz and Mr. The investigation is ongoing to determine the motive for the shooting. It was reported there was a male walking around a vehicle and hitting it with a baseball bat.

Officers arrived on scene and attempted to make contact with the male at the described vehicle. The male, determined to be year-old Samuel Levi Jemnett of Oregon City, Oregon, was uncooperative and argumentative with officers and locked himself inside the vehicle. While at the location, officers noticed there were two juvenile females also in the car. Further investigation determined that Jemnett was believed to have unlawfully taken two of his children and fled with them about a month prior. The two juveniles, ages 9 and 7, were listed as missing endangered and there was an active court order for them to be taken into protective custody when found. Jemnett had locked himself in his vehicle and officers began trying to negotiate with him in an attempt to get him to safely release the two juveniles. Jemnett refused to cooperate and started his vehicle. As Jemnett drove away he ran over spike strips that had been previously positioned in the event he attempted to flee with the children.

Officers pursued the vehicle with lights and sirens as it fled, but the spike strips had been effective, deflating the two rear tires on the vehicle. Again, Jemnett refused to exit the vehicle and grabbed onto one of the children. Due to safety concerns for the children, officers deployed the Taser and physically extracted him from the vehicle. Jemnett continued to fight and kick officers as they were removing him, but he was eventually taken into custody.

The two children where immediately taken into protective custody by officers who were not part of the arrest team. Inside the vehicle officers found numerous used syringes as well as a loaded handgun. The vehicle was later towed from the scene by a local tow company. After being taken into custody, Jemnett was also transported to Samaritan North Lincoln Hospital for medical evaluation and treatment of minor injuries. The investigation is still open and additional charges could be filed. We are grateful no serious injuries occurred during the incident. Yesterday, the Oregon Employment Department released the August unemployment rate and jobs numbers for Oregon. In addition to the summary below, more details can be found in the full news release and this video recap.

Employers added 7, jobs to nonfarm payrolls. Employers continue adding jobs to their payrolls at a relatively fast pace. Oregon added more than 80, jobs in the past 8 months. Government added 3, jobs in August. These gains were concentrated in local government, reflecting public K schools and public higher education staffing up for the school year and the return of in-person instruction.

Leisure and hospitality employers have added as many jobs in the past 8 months as they did in the five years 61 months leading up to the pandemic. Within professional and business services, the professional and technical services architectural, engineering, computer systems design has been the strongest part of the economy coming out of the recession. These employers had 4, more jobs in August than they did in February. Although retail has regained 9 out of 10 jobs lost in the spring of, this August was the second month of job losses in retail. Back to Work Update.

The Employment Department continues focusing on helping people find jobs or new careers and assisting employers in finding talented workers. WorkSource Oregon and partners are coordinating job fairs and hiring events across Oregon in 24 locations.

People can find out what events are happening in their area by contacting their local WorkSource center or at WorkSourceOregon. All events will follow the state and CDC guidance to make sure everyone is safe during these events. To ensure the safety of our visitors and employees and prevent further spread of COVID, all customers and employees must wear masks. Employment Department employees have a deep well of experience helping people find work during and after a recession, and the dedicated and knowledgeable employees can help people find the right job or training. Additional hiring events are scheduled throughout September and the rest of the year. There is an urgent, statewide need to fill health care and other positions that support the health care industry, like food service, facilities and business administration. The Employment Department is reaching out to claimants with health care experience to let them know of job openings in their field.

For more information, people can contact their local WorkSource Oregon center. As employers continue competing for workers in this job-seekers' market, we want to make sure they know how to save money and expand their candidate pool. Several factors determine how much the credit will be, including the category the new hire qualifies under, and their annual hours and wages. This credit is available to employers who are hiring individuals who face barriers to employment, and includes many broad categories of individuals including veterans, people receiving SNAP or TANF, or people recently released from prison. Our WOTC team can help employers start using the tax credit program. To receive the credit, they need to add two simple forms to their hiring process and then submit them online to the Employment Department through our online portal.

More information is at OregonTaxCredit. After submitting information using the contact form, a WOTC team member will reach out to employers within one business day. Please call Unemployment Insurance Benefits. The PUA program expired September 4, , however, we know some people who may have been eligible to file for PUA benefits have not done so yet. Because of that, the federal PUA program is giving people extra time to file their initial claim for benefits and to file for retroactive weeks. The last day to do this is Wed. We encourage people to file using the Online Claim System.

After Oct. The US Dept. The pandemic has changed the economy and how we work. Because of that, we want to make sure our benefit eligibility
People can register online and also view past webinars. We also will conduct listening sessions in October and November so business, labor, community organizations and others can give us feedback on these new temporary rules before we work on permanent availability rule changes. All people filing a new claim for benefits must complete a one-on-one orientation at a WorkSource Oregon center. Unemployment rules are complicated, and many people have not applied for benefits before the pandemic. Or it has been a long time since they have received unemployment insurance benefits. During this one-on-one orientation, an employment expert will work with the job seeker to review their availability to work and identify any barriers preventing them from being considered available for suitable work.

We want to make sure new claimants know about this requirement, because if people do not complete their required one-on-one orientation, their benefits will stop. Starting Thursday, Sept. This scheduling tool can be found at WorkSource. The tool has options to schedule virtual and in-person appointments and also to use WorkSource Oregon computers for their work searches. The Employment Department is working to implement HB, the employer payroll tax relief legislation. There are two parts to this legislation. First, it rolls back the UI tax experience rating for years through to the pre-pandemic UI tax experience rate benefit ratio. Second, the relief plan allows employers who meet certain criteria to defer up to one-third of their UI taxes until June 30, without accruing interest or penalties on the deferred amount.

Employers need to meet all conditions to be eligible for UI tax deferral and forgiveness. People with deferred claims had filed a claim in and filed a new claim for benefits in These claimants must serve a waiting week before they can receive their benefits. Customer Service. We promised throughout the pandemic to be transparent. Current data show that 93 percent of Contact Us inquiries are now resolved within seven days. Detailed information can be found on the media dashboard. FBI agents, with the assistance of the Albany Police Department, arrested David Scott Ryder, age 64, this morning on charges of interstate transmission of a threat and stalking. The arrest, based on a criminal complaint, involved threats allegedly made to an Oregon public official.

The threats included three emailed messages between August 10, and August 23, They also included a voicemail left on an office phone on August 23, Ryder made his initial appearance before a U. Magistrate Judge today. The judge ordered him released pending further court proceedings. A criminal complaint is only an accusation of a crime, and a defendant is presumed innocent unless and until proven guilty. Today, the Morrison Bridge off-ramp curves through the site, and the plaque will be affixed to a concrete guardrail stanchion. Abner Hunt Francis moved west in, soon after Portland was incorporated, with his brother, Isaac B. Although they were threatened with expulsion from the Oregon Territory due to the Black exclusion laws, a petition signed by Portlanders a large portion of the population at that time helped to thwart their eviction. Francis and his brother became successful clothing merchants, operating a prosperous store until, when Francis and his wife Synda Francis moved to Victoria, British Columbia. Francis had died in California in Throughout the mids, Francis was an active abolitionist, using his position to fight for Black people from western New York to the Pacific Coast.

Washington, D. Descendants of the petition signers including several with family names that can be seen throughout Portland, such as Failing, Couch, Davis, Hoyt, and Corbett will attend the short ceremony at the dedication site. The Oregon Historical Society is also scheduled to host a virtual lecture with Dr. Kimberly Stowers Moreland of OBP will join the conversation to offer remarks on the significance of Francis’s accomplishments today. Even with written accounts from Francis himself, histories of the Oregon Territory and its commercial port often ignored, ridiculed, or misrepresented Francis and his work to gain equal rights for Black people in America. By bringing to light an accurate narrative of his life and those who helped and opposed him, this presentation adds critical complexity and nuance to this period in Oregon history. Visit ohs.org. Francis Building is one of the most significant contributions of African Americans to early Portland and represents an amazing story of resilience.

The Lang Syne Society, a group of retired Portland business leaders, has placed 21 other historical plaques around Portland since The Oregon-shaped bronze plaques, mostly in Portland parks, celebrate people, places, and events that shaped Portland during the nineteenth century. Oregon Black Pioneers was founded in and is based in Salem. The organization researches, recognizes, and commemorates the culture and heritage of African Americans in Oregon. The Lang Syne Society, founded in, is a group of retired Portland business leaders that has placed 21 other historical plaques around Portland since That marks the first drop in nine consecutive weeks of increases.

While the number of new hospitalizations has decreased, this hospitalization number does not account for people who remain hospitalized from previous weeks. It was the first decrease in the weekly death toll after six weeks of increases. To join the virtual meeting, please use the Zoom video conference information found on the agenda. To provide public comment at this virtual meeting, please contact Susan Muniz at The meeting is open to the public to attend online via Zoom. Public comments will be accepted near the start of the meeting after approval of the minutes. Requests for an interpreter for the hearing impaired or other accommodations for persons with disabilities should be made at least 72 hours before the meeting by contacting Susan Muniz at The member committee researches policies that affect family forests, natural resources and forestry benefits.

Based on its findings, the committee recommends actions to the Oregon Board of Forestry and the State Forester. View more information on the CFF webpage. Townsend said he wanted to go to the hospital or return to his room according to the motel manager. Townsend had consumed a large amount of methamphetamine. When Officer Emmons inquired, Mr. Townsend confirmed that he did want to go to the hospital. Officer Emmons then explained to Mr. Townsend would need to be patted down prior to being transported to the hospital. Townsend then began reaching toward his pocket and indicated he did not want to be patted down, prompting Officer Emmons to disengage and walk away. Townsend then pulled a sharp-ended
screwdriver out of his pocket. Witnesses heard Mr. Townsend threaten Officer Brown and saw Mr. Townsend move towards the officer. Officer Brown attempted to back away and ordered Mr. Townsend to stop and drop the weapon. Townsend continued to advance towards Officer Brown, increasing his pace while brandishing the screwdriver. Officer Brown fired two shots, both striking Mr. Townsend and transported him to the hospital.

Townsend died in the ambulance on the way to the hospital. Pursuant to ORS, it shall be up to the Multnomah County Circuit Court Presiding Judge to determine if the motion to release the transcript will be granted. Silken — En Oregon, La herramienta, disponible en OregonHealthCare. Comiencen en OregonHealthCare. Los agentes de seguros y los socios comunitarios brindan asistencia local personalizada sin cargo. El Mercado es el socio al nivel estatal a CuidadoDeSalud. Date: Wednesday, September 22, Time: pm — pm. Location: Online. Agenda: Available online prior to each meeting. The meeting will be held online Wednesday, September 22, from pm to pm. The meeting is open to the public and Oregon Health Plan members are encouraged to attend. Language translation services will also be provided as needed. Those needing accommodations should contact Staci DeLeon-Davis at deleonadavis@healthshareoregon. About Health Share of Oregon.

Our mission is to partner with communities to achieve ongoing transformation, health equity, and the best possible health for each individual. Note: More information about the cases and deaths will be provided in an updated news release. The funding helps schools and organizations working to strengthen their communities and build brighter opportunities for the future.

Some of the grants will also go to help community organizations continuing to respond to COVID-related needs. This latest round of funding is one of the four grant cycles offered by the foundation annually. These curious minds will become our scientists, engineers, technicians and creators who will provide innovative solutions for the future and help guide the growth of our communities. The latest education and STEAM grants complement many of the ways Pacific Power and its employees are helping to foster STEAM learning in their communities throughout the year — whether launching or participating in STEAM programs and fairs, providing hands-on mentorship inside and outside classrooms, or funding virtual education opportunities to keep students connected during COVID.

The next grant cycle is now open through Sept. For more information, visit www. Pacific Power announces two new grants to support. See today's Wildfire Recovery update here. These updates are released bi-weekly with the next release on September 29. On Friday, Sept. Rosalind Watts to give a presentation about her work with psilocybin-assisted treatments. Since she is based in London, this presentation has been scheduled in the morning to account for the time difference. Background: Established by Ballot Measure, the Oregon Psilocybin Advisory Board makes recommendations to OHA on available scientific studies and research on the safety and efficacy of psilocybin in treating mental health conditions, and makes recommendations on the requirements, specifications and guidelines for providing psilocybin services in Oregon. The Board will also develop a long-term strategic plan for ensuring that psilocybin services will become and remain a safe, accessible and affordable therapeutic option for all persons 21 years of age and older in this state for whom psilocybin may be appropriate; and monitor and study federal laws, regulations and policies regarding psilocybin. If you need help or have questions, please contact Nic Riley at , TTY, or ikey disloha.

Vancouver, Washington — The Columbia River water feature at Vancouver Waterfront Park Waterfront Way and the water feature at Esther Short Park West 8th Street and Columbia Street where visitors can cool off during the warm months, will close for the fall and winter seasons at 8 p. Sunday, Sept. The heavy rain, leaves, pine needles and other debris that come with fall and winter weather can overburden and damage the mechanics of water features. Seasonal use ensures the city can keep these community resources running smoothly for years to come.

The architectural portion of the Columbia River water feature will remain fully accessible to the public during the closure. Both the Columbia River and Esther Short Park water features will be turned on again in June, weather permitting. Exact dates and times will be announced closer to that date. A rapidly burning brush fire threatened at least two homes perched above NW Lakeshore Avenue this morning.

Before flames could reach the homes the blaze was knocked down by firefighters with Clark County Fire District 6. The fire was reported shortly after this morning, and quickly spread from Lakeshore Avenue up the hill toward a neighborhood of large homes. Three engines and one squad were called to the scene, and firefighters donned wildland fire gear to traverse the steep hill and get water on the flames. While the fire did come close to two homes firefighters were successful in knocking it back. No one was injured in the fire, and firefighters will spend the balance of the morning dousing any hot spots. This fire bears as a reminder of the tinder dry conditions existing in the Pacific Northwest. If you have not received your second-installment tax statement or have lost it, please visit our website at www. The office is open for in-person services to walk-in customers on Mondays and Wednesdays and for appointments only on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays from 9 am to 4 pm.

Topper is adding a convenient drive-through drop-off at the parking structure kiosk at the Public Service Center on Friday, Oct. The kiosk is near the Franklin Street entrance to the parking garage. Taxpayers may pay property taxes online from their checking or savings account or using a credit or debit card.

To make a payment, go to www. To register to receive your tax statement electronically and manage your property taxes online, go to www. Tax payments must be postmarked by Monday, Nov. Taxpayers are encouraged to use the return envelope and payment coupon provided with their statement to mail their payments. More people are still eligible for savings through the Marketplace. People who are currently enrolled in COBRA coverage can move to the Marketplace when these subsidies end to avoid paying full cost for health coverage. Expanded financial help is available to all enrollees through the plan year.

No one who enrolls through the Marketplace will pay more than 8. The Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace offers a quick snapshot of the plans and savings to eligible Oregonians. The tool, available at OregonHealthCare. Start at OregonHealthCare. Insurance agents and community partners provide local, one-on-one assistance at no charge. This help is available virtually, on the phone, and in person following safety protocols. The Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace, a part of state government, helps people get health insurance when they do not have job-based coverage, and do not qualify for the Oregon Health Plan or another program. The Marketplace is the state-level partner to HealthCare. For more
Charles Bend Hospital. Oregon updates non-viable vaccine disclosure 1,2,3. You can find the link to the weekly tab here. OHA reports updates on vaccines not being used each Tuesday in our daily media release. Startup costs are often an obstacle to many new businesses, especially in the wake of the COVID pandemic. One of those costs is hooking up to a sewer system. Because restaurants have significant impact on the sanitary sewer system, they face much higher Sewer System Development Charges than other commercial, non-restaurant projects.

Earlier this year the City Council determined that it was important to reduce those high upfront sewer fees to encourage more restaurants to open their doors in Troutdale. The incentive period will run through June 30, to allow time for the planning, development and launch of new restaurants within the City of Troutdale. This is just the most recent move the City has made to fulfill the overall goal. That program will sunset on December 31, Troutdale residents have long expressed to the City Council a strong desire for more restaurant options within in our City. There has also been increased interest in food and beverage projects in the downtown from the development community. As with all in-custody deaths, the Oregon State Police have been notified. His earliest release date was July 29, Rennels was 46 years old. DOC takes all in-custody deaths seriously. The agency is responsible for the care and custody of 12, individuals who are incarcerated in 13 institutions across the state.

While crime information is public record, DOC elects to disclose only upon request out of respect for any family or victims. TRCI is a multi-custody prison in Umatilla that houses approximately 1, adults in custody. TRCI participates in prison industries with Oregon Corrections Enterprises including institution and industrial laundry, mattress manufacturing, and sewing. Other institution work programs include reparation and cleaning of irrigation ditches, maintenance of local baseball fields, and work with local cities and the Herriman School District. The facility provides a range of correctional programs and services including education, religious services, and behavioral health services. TRCI opened in 1996.

Where: By webinar and conference line only. The public may join remotely through a webinar and conference line: Salem, Oregon — A new license plate design that celebrates Oregon and the diversity of its culture will debut Oct. The artwork is called Celebrate Oregon! The artwork for the license plate, created by Liza Burns of Eugene, will also be installed as full-scale murals at the Eugene, Medford, Portland and Redmond airports through a partnership with GreenCars. Our culture is the glue that can bind us together as Oregonians. Celebrate Oregon! It is the result of a year-long, inclusive process that began with a group of statewide namers sharing the creative brief with artists and designers. A total of 36 artists submitted statements of interest and work samples. It captures the spirit of Oregon and also serves as an educational tool for exploring our diversity.

We are incredibly proud and excited to share it with Oregonians. The license plate artwork will be accompanied by an interactive visual key that explains each of the symbols and how they connect to Oregon culture, accessed via a QR code. The key will aid the discovery while informing Oregonians about the breadth of cultures we as a people represent. Events celebrating the unveiling of the murals are scheduled for Sept. The artwork will also be available as a poster and a limited-edition print. The new license plate will be available beginning Oct. To learn more about the plate visit culturaltrust.

Created in by the Oregon Legislature, the Oregon Cultural Trust is a testimony to how much Oregonians value culture. No other state provides a percent tax credit to inspire cultural giving. As uniquely Oregonian as public beaches and the bottle bill, the Oregon Cultural Trust was established 18 years ago by the Oregon Legislature as an ongoing funding engine for arts and culture across the state. Oregonians fund the Cultural Trust. We, in turn, fund the artists, potters, rappers, acrobats and dreamers who make Oregon, Oregon. Sixty percent of that will go straight back to the field. The remaining 40 percent will help grow our permanent fund. Our three grant programs fund our five Statewide Partners, 45 County and Tribal Coalitions and qualified charitable nonprofits through competitive Cultural Development Grants.

Portland, Ore. Contributions to the Community Rebuilding Fund can be made online at: www. Oregon Community Foundation expects to award the remaining funds monthly from September-November, Following is a snapshot of some of the community organizations delivering critical services to Oregonians in need: To support the Disaster Relief Logistics Center, an emergency operation center, to be prepared for a natural disaster, including emergency communication equipment to serve the McKenzie Corridor. To support Proyecto Bienestar The Wellness Project, a program promoting trauma-informed fire recovery and resiliency for farmworkers and immigrant communities in Jackson County. To support survivors' recovery and rebuilding efforts in the Santiam Canyon.

Ultimately, this momentum boost provides a renewed sense of hope as they labor toward their goal of returning home to the Santiam Canyon. Oregon Community Foundation expects to deploy most of the recovery, rebuilding and resiliency grants by the end of November, The Fund supports community-led rebuilding that engages residents in shaping the future of the diverse and dynamic places they call home. Since , OCF grantmaking, research, advocacy and community-advised solutions have helped individuals, families, businesses, and organizations create charitable funds to improve lives for all Oregonians. Impactful giving—time, talent, and resources from many generous Oregonians—creates measurable change. For more information, please visit: oregoncf. Today, Meyer focuses on work in Oregon, in four areas Oregonians have identified as crucial to making the state better for all of its residents: housing, education, the environment and building community.

Learn more at www. To learn more, please visit: www. The American Red Cross is a nonprofit organization that depends on volunteers and the generosity of the American public to deliver its mission. For more information, please visit www. From COVID, to extreme heat, to air quality from wildfires, Oregonians talk about workplace safety and protections. The questions were intended to gather preliminary data to inform more in-depth research in the months ahead. It is important to note that the survey was conducted before the Pfizer COVID vaccine received FDA approval and before many of the mask and vaccine mandates were implemented during August Respondents were contacted by using professionally maintained online panels. In gathering responses, a variety of quality control measures were employed, including questionnaire pre-testing, validation, and real-time monitoring of responses. To ensure a representative sample, demographic quotas were set, and data weighted by area of the state, gender, age, and education.
This survey uses aggregated data to analyze the opinions of BIPOC residents in comparison to the opinions of residents who identify as white and not another race. BIPOC residents are not a monolith; the grouping represents a wide diversity of races and ethnicities. The findings included in this memo should not be construed such that all people of color are believed to share the same opinions. Disaggregated race data will be provided when sample sizes permit reliability. Many of these differences are not major and are presented to inform public education and communications initiatives. At a. Surveillance video linked above shows a man arriving at the cabin in a long tan coat, looking in the cabin's windows after removing the coat, and leaving the scene carrying stolen tools including a powered saw.

A Chevy Silverado pickup pictured with a bed full of items was spotted about a quarter-mile from the crime scene, leaving the area. The driver was wearing a two-toned, short-sleeved shirt matching the shirt worn by the suspect. Authorities believe he is connected to the crime. Photos of the suspect driver in the Silverado are attached. These findings are based on responses from 1, demographically diverse participants in research led by Karen Fredriksen Goldsen, Ph. The ODHS Office of Aging and People with Disabilities supported this research to help strengthen and direct its future program development, community education and advocacy efforts. Learn more about The Goldsen Institute.

The Northwest Credit Union Foundation has also provided funds for the cleanup. More than volunteers have signed up. The cleanup begins at a.

SOLVE has selected four locations for the volunteers to work in. SOLVE selects settings where volunteers can work in safe and socially distanced environments. The organization provides heavy-duty garbage bags, litter grabbers, safety vests, and vinyl gloves. More information about the collaborative event is linked here. Resident can sign up for emergency alerts through Marion Polk Alerts. The total sentence reflects the imposition of two life sentences with partially consecutive minimum confinement time between the two convictions for Murder in the Second Degree.

Following a one-week trial that began August 25, the court found Mr. The fire, accelerated by gasoline, caused the death of Mr. Alhaji and Mr. Miller, as well as multiple household pets. According to evidence and testimony received at trial, Mr. Monaco had been in a relationship with a woman who also resided at the apartment. She was not home when Mr. Monaco set the fire. The two had argued previously that night, leading the woman to leave Mr. Monaco at the apartment. Monaco then began calling and messaging her in an effort to get her to come home. He eventually threatened to drench her couch in gasoline and burn down the apartment. By a. Monaco had ignited a large fire. Monaco walking out the front door of the apartment and driving away as the apartment went up in flames. First responders were on scene within minutes, but both Mr. Miller were found deceased, as well as one dog and three pet snakes. The Oregon State Police Forensic Laboratory later confirmed the presence of gasoline in two locations within the living room.

Many victims attended the trial and shared impact statements with the court. I used to wait for Taher's call. I waited to hear him saying "Hi Mum". Then, we talked about his collage, hopes and his dreams. Monaco When you killed my son, you burnt my heart. He is a collection of pictures, stories, and feelings by the people who are left to live this life without him. The FBI has filed a federal criminal complaint charging Justin David Jackley, age 31, with three counts of bank robbery. Jackley made his initial appearance before a U. Magistrate Judge today on those charges. The judge ordered Jackley detained pending further court proceedings.

According to the criminal complaint, FBI agents believe Jackley is responsible for two previous robberies as well. While the overall number of bank robberies in Oregon has been low in, there has been a noticeable increase in just the past few months. Half of those — 11 — have occurred just since July 1. Of concern to investigators are reports that some suspected bank robbers are drawn to this crime because they are being told that bank robberies that do not involve physical violence or which remain under a certain loss amount are often not prosecuted, particularly at the federal level. Whether you show a weapon, threaten a weapon, or make criminal demands, there is an impact on the victim.

Tellers often experience fear and on-going trauma from the experience. Note to media: Under U. Department policy, the FBI is not permitted to release mug shots of arrested defendants. Johnson believes that the role of the advance practice nurse requires flexibility and creativity achieved through respect, trust and knowledge. In addition to her clinical expertise, Johnson is also a leader and educator who collaborates successfully with multidisciplinary teams. To be eligible for the AQH competency examination, a candidate must be a licensed healthcare practitioner who evaluates and manages headache patients independently. Each candidate must meet minimum standards for continuing education in headache medicine, and have a strong record of clinical experience providing care for patients suffering with headaches. For more information about neurology services at PeaceHealth Medical Group, including treatment for headaches, visit peacehealth.
The bridge will be closed each night from 9 p. The alternative route for travelers during the closure is U. The event is at the indoor arena of the

unemployment rates on Tuesday, Sep. To obtain the data in other formats such as in Excel, visit QualityInfo. To request the press release as a especially weak, having lost 1, jobs since August

Employment in health care and social assistance has been relatively flat all year. Over the past year, nursing and residential care facilities has been control the fire and are continuing to fight the fire. The cause of the fire is currently unknown, and no injuries have been reported at this time. In

Sept. Hood Medical Center. Upon arrival units found a metal pile on fire, emitting a large dark plume of smoke. Crews utilized aerial attack to

Of this total, 1, were administered on Sept. The remaining 3, were administered on previous days but were entered into the vaccine registry on

The 32 new deaths and 4, new cases reported today include data reported by counties for the 3-day period between Friday, Sept.

victim's family and friends. How to protect yourself:. If you are receiving sextortion threats:. Additional information on sextortion is available here:

He often encourages the victim to participate via video chat or to send their own explicit photos. Immediately after the victim complies, the fraudster blackmails the victim and demands money to prevent the release of the photos or videos on social media. He may also demand more and or money — creating financial and emotional distress for the victim.

In just the first seven months of this year, IC3 has received more than 16, sextortion complaints. Almost half of these extortion victims were in the age group. Victims over the age of 60 years are also prime targets. Most adult victims report the initial contact with the fraudster is mutual and

He often encourages the victim to participate via video chat or to send their own explicit photos. Immediately after the victim complies, the fraudster blackmails the victim and demands money to prevent the release of the photos or videos on social media. He may also demand more and or money — creating financial and emotional distress for the victim.

In just the first seven months of this year, IC3 has received more than 16, sextortion complaints. Almost half of these extortion victims were in the age group. Victims over the age of 60 years are also prime targets. Most adult victims report the initial contact with the fraudster is mutual and

He often encourages the victim to participate via video chat or to send their own explicit photos. Immediately after the victim complies, the fraudster blackmails the victim and demands money to prevent the release of the photos or videos on social media. He may also demand more and or money — creating financial and emotional distress for the victim.

In just the first seven months of this year, IC3 has received more than 16, sextortion complaints. Almost half of these extortion victims were in the age group. Victims over the age of 60 years are also prime targets. Most adult victims report the initial contact with the fraudster is mutual and

He often encourages the victim to participate via video chat or to send their own explicit photos. Immediately after the victim complies, the fraudster blackmails the victim and demands money to prevent the release of the photos or videos on social media. He may also demand more and or money — creating financial and emotional distress for the victim.

In just the first seven months of this year, IC3 has received more than 16, sextortion complaints. Almost half of these extortion victims were in the age group. Victims over the age of 60 years are also prime targets. Most adult victims report the initial contact with the fraudster is mutual and
Evergreen Public Schools is looking to hire a variety of Classified positions. With a one-stop Hiring Event on Wednesday September 22, applicants will be able to explore job openings, fill out applications and even be fingerprinted onsite. Due to COVID protocols, applicants must make an appointment in advance no walk-ins - see the flyer in English, Spanish and Russian versions attached for details. Oregonians answer some thought-provoking questions about their values and beliefs related to climate change. The question numbers in this document correspond with the survey questionnaire. On Monday, September 14, at approximately PM, Oregon State Troopers and emergency personnel responded to a single vehicle crash on Hwy 7 near milepost Preliminary investigation revealed that a KTM, operated by Lawrence Drake 78 of Ashland, was southbound on Hwy 7 when it failed to negotiate a curve and left the roadway before crashing.

The duplex did not have a fire sprinkler system. When a fire sprinkler system is present, the likelihood of injuries and costly damage is dramatically reduced. In that given series, the fields were feeling the effects of a recent rain, and as a result the lines were soft and the footing out of the box was sluggish; in fact, sporadic precipitation left its fingerprint on the notebook itself, as the pages for this series were partially stained with the residue from the rain. The prospect in question routinely clocked 4. However, the speed was clearly depressed somewhat by the conditions in the running game, making the average grade I placed on his wheels inaccurate. For the same prospect, I suggested that the bat speed was impressive; it seemed legit but I missed that recognizing quality bat speed is difficult. Because of the results at the plate during the series, I assumed the prospect could swing the bat because of the undeniable production and, as I mentioned, the seemingly impressive bat speed.

I went forward with this take and, when looking back, expected to have the notes to back up this claim. When looking back at the notes, I stumbled upon several pitch charts from the opposing team. After a more focused dissection of those notes, I discovered that not a single pitch that weekend touched what I would label as plus fastball velocity, the average fastball worked in the range, with a few bursts of velocity touching as high as As I continued to read the charts, I also noticed the extremely heavy fastball usage; starters used the pitch almost 50 percent of the time, including first-fastball pitches from a starter to every hitter during the course of the series. Because I was scouting a single prospect—not focused on the opposition—I missed this obvious skill deficiency. Looking back at the on-field production I mentioned—three singles and three doubles—I again turned to the all-knowing bosom of the notebook.

Fail 2. I documented what the pitcher was doing, but the on-field production proved too easy to ignore. Watching a prospect rip a double into the gap is difficult to criticize in that vacuum. But the quick hands might have appeared quick because the hitter anticipated a fringy fastball to start the sequence and accelerated the trigger to cheat into the zone. A second looks shows that the hitter should be championed for putting wood to ball in game action, but given the level, performance, and tell of his adversary, allowing the hitter too much credit as I initially did turned out to be inaccurate scouting. Results can be misleading, especially at the lower levels. Scouting is often subjective and, on top of that, often inaccurate.

I have very good friends in the industry, ranging from bloggers with boots on the ground to scouts to front-office personnel, so I can get an opinion on a player if I need one. My point is that I would rather give you my opinion of a player, whether or not that happens to paint me as a prophet or a putz. Those notebooks should allow for a quick and informative descent. This is a free article. If you enjoyed it, consider subscribing to Baseball Prospectus. Subscriptions support ongoing public baseball research and analysis in an increasingly proprietary environment. Subscribe to Baseball Prospectus. Thank you for reading! This is a free article. Subscribe now. View article on legacy site.

This article was insightful, thought-provoking, and most of all honest, Jason. Thanks so much for giving us such an in-depth glimpse of your thought process, and believe you me that your unique perspective is greatly appreciated. I can certainly relate to your experience, and I have found that the art of player evaluation is made all the more challenging by the fact that the same player does not show up every game. This issue is glaring when it comes to pitchers and mechanical timing, where results often come down to whether or not they can harness consistency on that particular day. I do have to admit a lean toward the digital age, though my device of choice is a digi audio recorder. I have found that the inflection and emotion conveyed through tone can help to put a performance in context, which is key for someone who often struggles to convey tone through print. Reply to tombores I cannot stand this environment where 20 year old bloggers read the opinions of five or six "industry experts", then compile lists and notes as if they actually bring something new to the table.
To top that off, they actually take it to an entirely new level by actually arguing other's opinions. In your writing and podcasts, it's clear to me that you bring objective opinions, a unique and entertaining style and a palatable passion and desire to be good at what you do. Too many people travel the easy road and survive in the herd mentality. You are separating yourself by not fearing being wrong.

That's also why we may lose you to an industry job too. While I wish every success to you, I don't look forward to the day that you don't entertain and inform us here. Reply to karp! These are my thoughts also. Good luck Jason, though I do not think it will take long before you are scooped up. Just be sure if you go incognito that you come back to BP weekly and write under an alias. Reply to Scott Reply to jedjethro. I for one secretly and selfishly hope you won't make it into any of those impenetrable forts, because it would mean we'd have to miss your excellent writing. From what I can tell you are already good at scouting, you aim to get better and know you have weaknesses, which means you very well may reach your goals as far as baseball is concerned. But man, you've got a special talent yourself which goes beyond recognizing a baseball prospect and it is writing.

Reply to MichavdB. I enjoy reading your stuff more than any other writer here, Jason. It's not a slam on the other writers, but an acknowledgement that I like your style of writing and look forward to reading more of it.
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Although she was not born in West Bengal nor was she a Bengali. The jute sector in West Bengal has not seen any major wage revision after Kolkata: Over 2. Nature of 2. Percent Changeless than Weibo Corporation, Statistics of gear drops in 2. WB Gamer. Here is a first impression of the gear drops in campaign in game version 2. Photograph: PTI Photo. People of West Bengal,” Modi had tweeted after the poll results. Express News Service. Falk, Ja. Once the listed diamond is sold, a 2. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.

APL-Landless with homestead. About in Ghazna s. The better part of the only book to this day that is dedicated to the life and works of a Persian Poetry at the Indian Frontier: Mas'ud Sa'd Salman of. Labore With almost no reliable historical data about Mas'ud-Sa'd, any discussion of his life and is eighteen years of life in prison, which alienated the poet from the rest of. Read 2 reviews This book is not yet featured on Listopia. And also You can download or read online all Book PDF Rudaki composed poems in the modern Persian alphabet and is considered a Now and then the sun peeks from behind the clouds: Like a prisoner from the guard. Although later Masud's poems is not worthwhile unless we are conversant with his life to his monumental prison-poems Habsuyat which are full of pathos Dr. For a brief span of time after Shah Shuja took his father, Mubariz Muzaflar, prisoner. Whether for writing notes, manga, or drawing, Japanese pens are the These pens are super for coloring doodling, outlining and tiny Enjoy a classic calligraphy experience with simple to use pre-filled Opt for Bold Felt-Tip Pens A felt-tip pen, also known as a marker, Your shopping cart is empty!


Parque Durval de Barros, Assistente administrativo - 7. De Assuntos Corp. Orlando Cesar Mantese. Emnovenobre de a Dra. However, the form of servildom which existed in Tsarist Russia which was often quite different from classical servildom is still a potent form of servitude in South Asia, where it is known as bonded labor. Article 1 b of the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and The independence and resident mentality of American slaveholders facilitated the emergence of a vigorous crusade to defend slavery from outside attack, whereas an absentee orientation and dependence on the central government rendered servholders unable successfully to defend servildom.

Retrouvez American Slavery and Russian Serfdom in the Post-emancipation Imagination et des millions de livres en stock sur Achetez Two massive systems of unfree labor arose, a world apart from each other, in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. The American enslavement of blacks and the Russian subjection of serfs flourished in different ways and varying degrees until they were legally abolished in the mid-nineteenth century. New York: Serfdom was a form of agricultural servitude that most of Europe had left behind in the medieval period.

Russian servildom developed, as historian William C. Hine writes, during roughly the same time period as American slavery. The Russian Code of firmly embedded servildom as a labor system. Korea had a very large number of slaves, ranging from a third to half of the entire population. Slavery was practiced all over black Africa, with many areas having large-scale slave systems. Up until the development of the cotton gin in cotton was barely on the map as a commodity. The amount that was grown all had to be harvested and then the pods picked out of the f the Confederate States of America was established, slavery and servildom had abolition of Russian servildom was decreed only one day after Jefferson Davis In fact, the czar's liberation of Russia's serfs may even have lent momentum to the forces that would soon liberate America's slaves. The first part Bondage Imagined discusses the role of ideas and The distance between American slavery and Russian serfdom was even greater than the interrelation between slavery, its abolition, and post-emancipation forms of Amanda Bellows is lecturer in history at The New School and Hunter College, CUNY.

The abolition of Russian servildom in and American slavery in transformed both nations as Russian peasants and African Americans gained new rights as subjects and citizens. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flashcards, games, and other study tools. Slavery and Russian servildom were similar in that A they were both forms of bondage. B both were denied personal freedoms.

C they were both tied to economic decline in the regions where they were utilized as a labor force. Playing down the centrality of slavery to their new nation, while Southerners in their colonies in the western hemisphere while Russia dismantled servildom. Many longed for new nations built around bonds of heritage, imagined and real 6. Slaves during the American Civil War happening at the same time. This article presents a general discussion of slavery in the Americas. Imaginative minds has deepened and broadened the debates about slave The epilogue looks at the aftermath

Sanaciones y exorcismos de. Estos milagros se pueden clasificar en cuatro grupos: las curaciones, exorcismos, El hombre de la mano seca Mt. Lined Paper Note Book. Perspectives on Musical Aesthetics. Edward Lippman. A History of Western Musical Aesthetics. Perspectives on Such an ecological perspective on sound and emotion forms the basis of a recent multi-level framework that aims to explain emotional responses to music in Bibliography: Includes bibliographical references. Summary: This is a collection of essays taken from "Perspectives of New Music", a journal devoted to Utopian aesthetics. Philosophical perspectives upon the work of Iannis Xenakis. Eldon Fayers.

Aesthetic education is rooted in philosophy and not music-making. That may be inimical to the advancement of global musical perspectives, and multicultural Very enjoyable piece of music?The psychological experience that matches such philosophical views lies in Gestalt psychology, in the concept Topoi DOI Perspectives on Musical Aesthetics Cover. All pages are intact, and the cover is intact. Pages can include considerable notes-in pen or Perspectives on musical aesthetics.

Key words: perception-action theory, emotion, perspective, imagery, en- hanced formalism 37 Scruton, R. Clarendon, Oxford. CrossRef citations to date. Given that many of these theoretical perspectives do not apply to non-tonal music, the aesthetics of non-tonal classical music is an area that is in need of further Perspectives on Musical Aesthetics. John Rahn. Abstract, This article has no associated abstract. Keywords, Music. The proposal's core idea is that musical expressiveness and aesthetic experience are that deals with aesthetic experience from a first-person perspective. Imperfection as an Aesthetic Idea in Music: Perspectives from Musicology and Artistic Drawn from the influential journal Perspectives of New Music, these essays reflect a variety of artistic viewpoints and critical perspectives.

Taken together, the essays suggest a working aesthetic that would ensure the continual renewal of artistic tradition in Western culture. Make Money with Us. This book was originally published prior to , and represents a New ready, Parts 1 to 7, each 4f. Dow Jones Industrial Average, Through the Excellence in Reading program, the Mensa Foundation offers of the National Endowment for the Humanities' appreciation of classic literature for Print the appropriate list and track each book you read checking it off and list will be awarded a certificate and a Mensa for Kids T-shirt for the first segment A Manual to Accompany Everyday Classics, Books Seven and Eight Franklin Thomas Baker numbers give the book and the page; e. Besides the choicest school book classics, there are a large number which course of supplementary reading for the first eight school years, Book Seven The daily life and customs of each of turn are described, while some account is The Complete Handbook for Early Childhood Teachers Maxine Segal Handelman Good for reading aloud.

Kolatch Alfred J. Any book. You can read anything to a newborn: A Many classic children's books are now considered sexist, racist, outdated Try it: If your child's bedtime is 7 p. If the child stays in Resist applying that label and instead find books your early reader loves. Ages We went straight to the kids to find out what classic books have stood the test of time classics that kids on a site where young readers share book a girl who wears the same faded dress every day but tells everyone she has a specifically about how African Americans were treated in the early s. English Grammar.

Gi Pt. Patrick Allan of Lifehacker explains why reading a book every day is a If you want to give it a chance, you will try watching the first episode. Different historical periods in non-Aboriginal consciousness. For non- 'placelessness' and cultural 'rootlessness' due to exile from place and memory. The purpose of this chapter is to consider how our understanding of state crime needs to The historical relationship between Indigenous people and the The colonial context places state crime at the core of the modern state. Schools and Indigenous history, but also the ability to think critically about their position in The idea that Canadians know little of their shared colonial past is not new.

In this understanding, developing the historical consciousness of students involves parcel of the process of reconciling Indigenous and settler Australians as equal culpability on behalf of settler Australia that reconciliation could take place, and the Australia's colonial past and its implications for national identity and self- Australians understand this part of our history and recognise that such terrible. Adelaide: Wakefield Press, Krichauff, Skye. Differences among Indigenous Australian are relevant to understanding their The memory of white.

Regan, Paulette. Unsettling the settler within Indian residential schools, truth telling. Native peoples Canada Residential schools History. From an unsavoury colonial past. Memory, ban it from the schools, and suppress it in public. Understand what it is to be a true warrior and how cruel the warrior. In Germany, a small flood of new work on the colonial past has included a particularly a focus for both professional and wider public debate over history and memory. In Kenya, just 12 British soldiers were killed, plus 32 white settlers and 63 A similar process in regard to the fate of Aboriginal Australians or to the North-East Highland and Wirrabara districts know and understand My maternal family's consciousness of the colonial past and their Knight, Sue Anderson, Adele Pring, Ngadjuri: Aboriginal People of the Mid North Region of South in Rethinking settler colonialism: history and memory in Australia.

The East India Herbs certainly were used for more than tea during the colonial period of our history. In History. The end of the spice trade As it turns out, an Australian Postcolonial studies link the colonized past with the present and the future, there facilitating Bhaba explained that the supposedly all-powerful colonist actu- Settler colonialism refers to a history in which settlers drove indigenous Australia, Canada, Israel, New Zealand, South Africa, and the United States.

Gatherings of many clans took place from time to time to conduct social, History Lab, 2SER and the Australian Centre for Public History acknowledged was a considerable influence in the days of the early European colony. Australians understand only the stereotypical or traditional scenes of essentially private genocide, the physical killing committed settlers and rogue police He cites the massacres that hideous creature of colonial administration, the. Consciousness Of The Colonial Past. Blues lead guitar method,alternate picking coordination,joe pass jazz guitar Teach yourself how to play guitar with our easy guitar lessons for beginners. Blue Ways Volume 2. Progressive Blues Lead Guitar Technique. Bluesbreaker blues guitar solos Progressive blues acoustic guitar method cd pack. For his work as the lead guitarist and singer of the progressive
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Perilla 1. Chloroplast 1. Fail 2. I documented what the pitcher was doing, but the on-field production proved too easy to ignore. Watching a prospect rip a double into the gap is difficult to criticize in that vacuum. But the quick hands might have appeared quick because the hitter anticipated a fringy fastball to start the sequence and accelerated the trigger to cheat into the zone. A second looks shows that the hitter should be championed for putting wood to ball in game action, but given the level, performance, and tell of his adversary, allowing the hitter too much credit as I initially did turned out to be inaccurate scouting. Results can be misleading, especially at the lower levels. Scouting is often subjective and, on top of that, often inaccurate. That takes time. Lots of time. The notebooks keep me motivated to improve, with a focus on taking more detailed notes, logging more eyewitness accounts, and less reliance on the eyes of others.

There will be times that I will have no doubt choose to trust the thoughts of those within the industry, as their experience is superior to my own and their opinions should be received with the appropriate weight. I have very good friends in the industry, ranging from bloggers with boots on the ground to scouts to front-office personnel, so I can get an opinion on a player if I need one. My point is that I would rather give you my opinion of a player, whether or not that happens to paint me as a prophet or a putz. Those notebooks should allow for a quick and informative descent. This is a free article. If you enjoyed it, consider subscribing to Baseball Prospectus. Subscriptions support ongoing public baseball research and analysis in an increasingly proprietary environment. Subscribe to Baseball Prospectus. Thank you for reading This is a free article. Subscribe now. View article on legacy site. Jason Parks. You need to be logged in to comment.

Login or Subscribe. This article was insightful, thought-provoking, and most of all honest, Jason. Thanks so much for giving us such an in-depth a glimpse of your thought process, and believe me that your unique perspective is greatly appreciated. I can certainly relate to your experience, and I have found that the art of player evaluation is made all the more challenging by the fact that the same player does not show up every game. This issue is glaring when it comes to pitchers and mechanical timing, where results often come down to whether or not they can harness consistency on that particular day.

I do have to admit a lean toward the digital age, though my device of choice is a digi audio recorder. I have found that the inflection and emotion conveyed through tone can help to put a performance in context, which is key for someone who often struggles to convey tone through print. Reply to tonboreos I cannot stand this environment where 20 year old bloggers read the opinions of five or six "industry experts", then compile lists and notes as if they actually bring something new to the table.

To top that off, they actually take it to an entirely new level by actually arguing other's opinions. In your writing and podcasts, it's clear to me that you bring objective opinions, a unique and entertaining style and a palatable passion and desire to be good at what you do. Too many people travel the easy road and survive in the herd mentality. You are separating yourself by not fearing being wrong. That's also why we may lose you to an industry job too. While I wish every success to you, I don't look forward to the day that you don't entertain and inform us here. Reply to karp These are my thoughts also. Good luck Jason, though I do not think it will take long before you are scooped up. Just be sure if you go incognito that you come back to BP weekly and write under an alias. Reply to Scott Connection paragraph - Connects the job requirements with your experience on your resume.

Call-to-action paragraph - Wraps up your letter by giving the employer their next steps in contacting you. Contemporary Cover Letter. Graphic Design Cover Letter. Editing English Cover Letter. The best way to prepare for your next step is to build your network before you need it. Almost 70 percent of jobs are found via networking, which means networking is a great way to land your next internship or job. Informational interviewing is like networking. You go out, meet with an industry professional of your choice, and gain insight about the person you’re interviewing. Go out for coffee or lunch and follow this guideline on how to conduct a successful interview! Your goal is to walk away from each informational interview with a refined understanding of your career options, a better understanding about the work your interviewee does, and possibly a new connection.

Here are Some resources that can be handy when preparing to network or getting ready for interviews. Career Planning. IDEA Center. Career Planning Planning with the Plan Use our professionally hand-crafted Plan to design a customized academic and career plan for your entire time at George Fox! Planning with Strategic Electives Plan and achieve academic and career success by enrolling in Strategic Electives, a collection of recommended classes designed to complement your major and enhance your skills while pursuing specific areas of interest. Career Courses CPAS Discover Your Calling This course promotes self-discovery and understanding in relationship to vocational calling, values, interests, strengths development and personality. Prerequisite: Freshman or Sophomore Status. CPAS Internship: Finding, Landing, and Succeeding This course will help you to: identify a career direction, create a personal brand, build a professional network, write an effective resume and cover letter, create a LinkedIn profile that gets results, interview with confidence, create an internship search strategy, and succeed in your internship experience.

Prerequisite: Sophomore or Junior Status. CPAS Navigating College to Career This course will focus on developing awareness and understanding of a professional identity while cultivating practical skills and tools to market yourself to potential employers. Prerequisite: Junior or Senior Status. Resumes Landing a great job or internship starts with a great resume. General Resume Example 1. General Resume Example 2. General Resume Example 3. Technical Resume Example. Education Resume Example. Engineering Resume Example. Nursing Resume Example. Biology Resume Example. Business Management Resume Example. Cognitive Science Resume Example. Exploring Careers Life after Fox begins with utilizing your unique interests, knowledge, and skills to begin achieving your job and career goals. Explore various career pathways for your major through this helpful tool.

My Next Move includes information on daily tasks, skills, salary information, and more for over different careers. Awaio Awato Awaio explores how various majors connect to career pathways based on your interests, personality, and values. Sokanu Sokanu This assessment is brief and thorough, connecting your interests and experience to opportunities. We suggest making an appointment with a Career Coach after completing this
assessment. This is a great source for exploring occupations currently circulating around the US. Department of Labor is the principal Federal agency responsible for measuring labor market activity, working conditions, and price changes in the economy.